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Abstract
All things are difficult before they are easy
The aim of DNA sequencing is to obtain the order of DNA composition comprising the
base pairs A (adenine) T (thymine), and C (cytosine) G (guanine). The fast development of
DNA sequencing technology allows us to better understand the relationships among diseases,
inheritance, and individuality. Solid state nanopores have been recommended as the next
generation platform for DNA sequencing due to its low-cost and high-throughput. In
particular, nanopores fabricated from graphene sheets are extremely thin and structurally
robust and have been extensively used in DNA detection in recent years. In DNA sequencing,
the translocation of a DNA molecule through a nanopore is known to be a very complicated
issue and is affected by many factors, such as ion concentration, thickness of the nanopore,
and the nanopore diameter. The technique of molecular dynamic simulations has been a
complementary tool to study DNA translocation through nanopores.
In this thesis, I summarize my work of computational studies of DNA sequencing using
graphene nanopores. These studies include: DNA translocation through single-layer graphene
nanopores of different diameters under conditions of various ion concentrations and applied
voltages; DNA translocation through multilayer graphene nanopores varied from a single to a
few layers; pulling out single strand DNA molecules from small graphene nanopores of
different geometries. The major contributions of this work include:
1. Effects of bias voltage on DNA translocation time were investigated leading to the insight
that lower applied voltages can extend the time of DNA translocation through monolayer
graphene nanopores. The effect of salt concentration on the corresponding ionic current was
studied. At a low ionic concentration (< 0.3M), the current increases as DNA translocates
through a nanopore. However, at a high ionic concentration (>0.5M), the current decreases as
DNA translocates through the nanopore. A theoretical model was proposed to explore the
relationship between the current and the occupied nanopore area. We demonstrated that the
DNA translocation time can be prolonged by narrowing the diameter of a nanopore properly
and the reduction of the blockade current depends on the ratio of the unoccupied nanopore
area to the total nanopore area.
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2. DNA translocation through multilayer graphene nanopores was studied by molecular
dynamics simulations with the aim to achieve single-base resolution. We show that the DNA
translocation time can be extended by increasing the graphene layers up to a moderate number
(7) and that the current in DNA translocation undergoes a stepwise change upon DNA going
through an multi-layer graphene (MLG) nanopore. A model was built to account for the
relationship between the current change and the unoccupied volume of the MLG nanopore.
We demonstrate that the blockade current is closely related to the unoccupied volume. The
dynamics of DNA translocation depends specifically on the interaction of nucleotides with the
graphene sheet. Thus, our study indicates that the resolution of DNA detection can be
improved by increasing the number of graphene layers in a certain range and by modifying
the surface of graphene nanopores.
3. The effect of graphene nanopore geometry on DNA sequencing has been assessed by
steered molecular dynamics simulations. DNA fragments including A, T, C, G and 5methylcytosine (MC) were pulled through graphene nanopores of different geometries with
diameters down to ~1nm by steered molecular dynamics simulations. We demonstrated that
the bases (A, T, C, G, and MC) can be indentified in single-base resolution by the
characteristic force peak values in a circular graphene nanopore but not in graphene
nanopores of other geometries. Symmetric nanopores are thus better suited to DNA sequence
detection via force curves than asymmetric nanopores. This implies that the graphene
nanopore surface should be modified as symmetric as possible to sequence DNA by an atomic
force microscope or optical tweezers. This helps us to understand low-cost and time-efficient
DNA sequencing in narrow nanopores.
4. The translocation time for different nucleotides to pass through graphene nanopores with
certain diameters was investigated. It was found that the translocation times are different for
different bases under a low electric field. The results indicate that DNA can be sequenced by
the translocation time to pass through a graphene nanopore.
5. Inspired by the structure of K+ channel proteins, a series of oxygen doped graphene
nanopores of different size were designed to discriminate the transport of K+ and Na+ ions.
The results indicate that the ion selectivity of such biomimetic graphene nanopores can be
simply controlled by the size of the nanopore. Compared to K+, the smaller radius of Na+
leads to a much higher free energy barrier in the nanopore of a certain size.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction
This chapter presents a brief introduction to DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores,
including the concepts and the methods of sequencing, the properties of graphene, and
experimental and theoretical studies of DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores

1.1 DNA sequencing
Sequencing the human genome allows us to better understand the relationships among
diseases, inheritance, and individuality. Cheaper and faster sequencing can greatly enhance
the development of basic biology and preclinical medicine. DNA Sequencing is the process of
reading the sequence and composition of the nucleotide bases of a DNA molecule. The first
generation of DNA sequencing technologies was based on the Sanger sequencing, which now
has been abolished in the lab since it is expensive and complex. The second generation of
DNA sequencing technologies, widely used in the business, is based on the microarray
method. The advantage of this method is its low cost. The increasing need for cheap and fast
genome sequencing has promoted the development of new sequencing technologies, however,
the cost of genomic sequencing is still far from the ideal price point of “the $1,000 genome”.
This means that even cheaper and faster sequencing methods need to be developed. For this
purpose, the third generation of DNA sequencing technologies has in recent years been
developed using nanotechnology or other advanced technologies, which is considered to be
cheaper and faster since it does not need any markers1,2. In particular, the “single molecule”
sequencing method has been considered to be a promising technology. “Single molecule”
sequencing with nanopores has been recommended as the next generation platform for DNA
sequencing3-5.
DNA sequencing with nanopores occur at the nanoscale. The development of computer
technologies allows us to use atomistic molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study the
sequencing process. Based on the results from MD simulations, effects of nanopore materials
on DNA sequencing can be studied through the interactions between DNA and the nanopores.
The effect of a series of factors including the size of nanopores, the thickness of nanopores,
and the concentration and pH and other factors on DNA sequencing can be investigated. Luan
et al pointed out that the DNA translocation time can be decreased by modifying a nanopore
with hydrophobic substances6; Schulten et al7 found from MD simulations that it is much
1
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easier for A-T base pairs to go through a nanopore than C-G base pairs. These simulations
enhanced our understanding of DNA sequencing with nanopores and are also helpful for
DNA sequencing experiments.

1.1.2 DNA translocation time and blockade current
As shown in Figure 1-1, a negatively charged DNA molecule is driven by an applied electric
field to pass through a nanopore. Kasianowicz et al first found the phenomenon of double
strand DNA (ds DNA) passing through α-hemolysin in 19968. The process of a DNA
molecule going from one side of the nanopore to the other side is defined as translocation9,
and the corresponding time interval is defined as the translocation time. In the DNA
translocation process, the blockade current is much smaller than the open nanopore current
since the dielectric constant of the DNA molecule is much smaller than that of water. This
current is defined as the blockade current. Identification of the difference in the blockade
currents allows us to distinguish DNA at the single base level with the nanopore. Thus, the
study of blockade currents has been the hot point in recent years. A single nucleotide cannot
be identified if the translocation time is too short. However, fast DNA sequencing becomes
difficult if the NA sequencing time is too long. Thus, the study of suitable translocation time
for DNA to pass through nanopores is also an important topic.

Figure 1-1. Illustration of a DNA molecule translocation through a nanopore device. The
small pore divides the solution into two parts. The DNA molecule is driven by an applied bias
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voltage across the pore. The DNA sequence can be read off by the blockade current in the
DNA translocation process.

1.2 Application of nanopores in DNA sequencing
Nanopores are classified into three classes: (1). Biological nanopores based on proteins in
lipid bilayers10-12; (2). Synthetic nanopores fabricated from solid substrates, such as Si3N4,
TiO213, and graphene14; (3). Hybrids of synthetic and biological nanopores15.

1.2.1 Application of biological nanopores
As show in Figure 1-2, useful biological nanopores are of three types: α-HL (α-hemolysin)
channel16, MspA17, and Phi29 connector channel18. α-HL is an exotoxin secreted by the
human pathogen bacterium, which is composed of a vestibule connected to a transmembrane
β-barrel. The narrowest part of the pore is ~1.4nm which is in the vestibule and matches with
the diameter of DNA molecules. α-HL has shown some potential applications in detecting
ions, DNA, RNA, and proteins. A DNA sequence can be identified by the blockade current.
However, ca. 15 nucleotides could occupancy the long transmembrane β-barrel at the same
time. This affects strongly the blockade current and greatly decreases the DNA sequence
resolution and the signal to noise ratio (SNR), increasing the error percentage in detection.
Many studies have been carried out to study possibilities to decrease the DNA translocation
velocity and increase the translocation time. Various methods have been explored to decrease
the translocation time, such as decreasing the temperature19, increasing the viscosity
coefficient of solution, adding salts concentration20 or binding enzymes21,22. However, these
methods cannot change the dynamic process of DNA translocation except the latter on one
using enzymes. As shown in Figure 1-3, the most intersecting events are those using DNA
polymerases which decrease the translocation velocity into the replication rate.
The MspA channel is a protein with a funnel shaped octameric channel which allows
transport of water molecules across the cell membranes. The diameter of the narrowest part is
about 1.2nm, which makes MspA as a potential sequencer for DNA molecules. The detection
resolution is much higher with MspA than with α-HL. Manrao et al have improved the
resolution of DNA sequence into the single nucleotide level for small DNA fragments by
MspA23.
The Phi29 connector channel is neither an ion channel nor a membrane protein24. It contains
an elaborated channel composed of 12 copies of protein gp10, which acts as a nanopore for
3
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DNA translocation. The diameter of the narrowest part is about 3.6nm which is much larger
than the two nanopores mentioned above. The significantly large diameter of Phi29 allows
dsDNA or even small proteins to translocate through it.

Figure 1-2 Structure of three biological nanopores. Side and top views of (A) α-hemolysin, (B)
MspA, and (C) Phi29 connector. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.
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Figure 1-3 DNA sequencing by using Phi29 DNA polymerase: (A) MspA nanopore and (B)
α-HL pore. Reprinted with permission from Elsevier.

1.2.2 Application of solid state nanopores in DNA sequencing
Synthetic nanopores with the advantages of unique properties including well-defined
geometries, dimensions, and mechanical robustness become an alternative material for DNA
sequencing. Compared with biological nanopores, the most important advantage of solid state
nanopores is that they are much more stable.

1.2.2.1 SiNx and SiO2
Nanopores containing silicon have been used widely due to its low mechanical stress and high
chemical resistance25-27. In addition, the diameter of the nanopores can be tuned precisely by
the experiment28. The thickness of traditional SiN nanopores is ca. 30nm, which is a little
larger than other nanopores29. The thickness can also be tuned to 5nm in experiment. Meller
et al pointed out that the resolution of DNA sequencing can be improved by SiN nanopores
through suitable chemical modification 30.

1.2.2.2 Al2O3
Compared with SiN, the thickness of a Al2O3 nanopore is much easier to control. In addition,
the positively charged Al2O3 surface can interact strongly with DNA molecules, which makes
5
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Al2O3 nanopores provide a better ratio of signal to noise31,32. Thus, Al2O3 has been
considered as a potential material to replace SiN for nano biosensors.

1.2.2.3 Graphene
In recent years, graphene has become a hot spot for its unique mechanical and electronic
properties33. It has potential applications for fabricating into biosensor and in bioelectronics.
The details will be discussed as follows.

1.2.3 Application of hybrid nanopores in DNA sequencing.
Biological nanopores are not so sensitive to the environment. However, the lipid bilayer is not
sufficiently stable in a harsh environment to mosaic biological nanopores, which greatly
limits the applications of α-HL protein34. Thus, hybrid biological nanopores with synthetic
membranes have been proposed to be used in DNA sequencing. This concept was first
proposed by Dekker15. In his implementation, the α-HL proteins were inserted into SiN
membranes. By using site-directed mutagenesis and other advantageous biotechnologies, the
stability and accuracy of α-HL for DNA sequencing can be enhanced greatly. The stability of
SiN membranes is much better than that of phospholipids bilayers, and replacement of lipid
bilayers with synthetic membranes can therefore greatly enhance the stability of the whole
pore. However, α-HL proteins can deform due to the strong interactions of the protein with
the synthetic membrane, which leads to a decrease in the accuracy of DNA sequencing with
α-HL. Thus, hybrid nanopores need to be further developed for DNA sequencing in the future.

1.3 Graphene nanopores
1.3.1 Graphene
Graphene is a single sheet of sp2 carbon atoms with thickness of 0.334nm35,36. As shown in
Figure 1-4, graphene can form graphite by layer to layer aggregation. it can rolled in to 1dimensional carbon nanotubes, or even form 0 dimensional fullerenes37. Thanks to its special
structure, graphene has some unique mechanical and electronic properties38-40.
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Figure 1-4. From graphene (top) to fullerene (left), carbon nanotubes (middle) and graphite
(right). Reprinted with permission from Wiley.
The mechanical property of graphene is so excellent that its strength can reach 130Gpa39. The
electric and thermal conductivities of graphene have also attracted much attention. With the
higher charge carrier mobility of graphene as compared with that of silicon, graphene has
been a potential material for nano-electronics. The thermal conductivity of graphene is about
3 times higher than that of diamond, which makes it a suitable material for biosensors. The
potential applications of graphene are in making transparency electrodes, sensors, supercapacitors and composite materials.

1.3.2 Experiments of DNA sequencing using graphene nanopores
The thickness of graphene sheet (~0.344nm) is in the range of the nucleotide distance in
single strand DNA (ssDNA) (0.32-0.52nm). This means that a graphene nanopore can only
interact with one nucleotide at the same time. This special property of the graphene nanopore
makes it a star material for DNA sequencing. In 2008, Drndic and his coworkers firstly
fabricated graphene nanopores and a nanopore array from dispersion of graphene sheets by
an electron beam41. In 2010, three groups demonstrated DNA sequencing with graphene
nanopores (Figure 1-5) 42-44. The graphene diameter they used was from 2nm to 25nm and
the thickness of the graphene nanopores was from 1 layer to 5 layers. Although the results
from their experiments were slightly different, all showed excellent corrosion resistance of the
graphene nanopores even in high ionic concentrations. Golovchenko et al pointed out that the
electric conductivity is directly proportional to the diameter of the graphene nanopore42.
7
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Dekker’s group found that the electric conductivity is directly proportional to the square of
the diameter of the graphene nanopores and confirmed that the electric conductivity is not
related to the thickness of the graphene nanopores of 1-8 layers44. Similar to the translocation
of dsDNA through a SiN nanpore, the blockade current was also observed in the translocation
of dsDNA through a graphene nanopore and could be read off directly45-49. In the first few
years of studies, the translocation velocity reached about 3000 nucleotides /ms in solid state
nanopores50. The high speed of DNA translocation makes ultra-fast sequencing very
promising. However, a too high speed also implies that a measurement of very small blockade
currents becomes impossible. As a result, the detection error increases dramatically. Thus, the
decrease of the DNA translocation speed and control of the DNA dynamics are other
problems that need to be solved. With the increase of the solvent viscosity or decrease of the
temperature, Fologea et al found that the DNA translocation speed could be decreased51.
Kowalczyk et al reduced the DNA translocation speed by changing the type of ions52. These
methods greatly enhanced our understanding of the DNA motion. However, these methods
cannot reduce the variation in the translocation dynamics since the DNA-pore interactions
remain unchanged53-55. The reduction of the translocation rate can be achieved by using
processive DNA enzymes which limit the translocation rate by successively unzipping DNA
oilgomers into the biological nanopore56. One needs to solve many problems in applications
of processive DNA enzymes to DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores, such as to reach
stability of the enzymes on the graphene nanopore surface. In addition, modification of the
graphene nanopore surface can change not only the types of DNA-pore interactions but also
the strength of DNA-pore interactions. The DNA translocation dynamics in solid state
nanopores can be changed through optoelectronic control of surface charges57, which can
increase the translocation time to ~1000 folds. This has become a promising technology to be
applied to graphene nanopores. Applying the hydrophilic substance onto graphene nanopore
to increase the non-covalent interaction, the DNA translocation time can be increased
greatly49. Garaj et al fabricated a graphene nanopore which can capture a DNA molecule with
the resolution of 0.6nm in the direction of DNA translocation58. These methods have greatly
decreased the DNA translocation velocity. However, our understanding of DNA translocation
dynamics in graphene nanopores is still limited. Furthermore, DNA translocation through
multiple-layer graphene nanopores has not been investigated deeply. Whether single base
resolution can be achieved or not due to the thermal vibration needs to be evaluated and
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whether the ionic current can distinguish the differences between different nucleotides are still
not clear since the structure of A and G and that of T and C are so similar.

Figure 1-5. Illustration of DNA sequencing by graphene nanopores carried out by four different
groups: A. Dekker lab44; (B) Golovchenko lab42; (C) Drndic lab43; and (D) Bashir lab. Reprinted
with permission from Elsevier.

1.3.3 Theoretical studies of DNA sequence by graphene nanopores
To improve the resolution of DNA sequencing with nanopores, many theoretical studies have
been carried out in recent years59-68, and many theoretical calculations on the translocation
time of DNA sequences through graphene nanopores have been undertaken. Using Na+ ions
to replace K+ ions, the DNA translocation speed is reduced due to the stronger interactions of
Na+ with DNA, as observed both from the MD simulation and from the experiment by Dekker
et al. Luo et al pointed out that DNA translocation time increases exponentially with the
increase of the interactions between DNA and the nanopore, as indicated by his physical
model60. Using the Monte Carlo method, Polson et al pointed out that the translocation time
2

2
is directly proportional to (N − N P ) i.e.    N  N P  69, where N denotes the length of

DNA molecules and

Np

the number of nanopores. The DNA translocation time was

increased dramatically by modification of a nanopore with a hydrophobic substrate, as
demonstrated by steered molecular dynamics simulations6. There are also many
investigations to improve the resolution of nucleotide detection. MD simulations indicate that
A-T, G-C base pairs can be identified easily with graphene nanopores7. Guo et al showed
from SMD simulations that a DNA sequence going through a sub-2nm graphene nanopore
9
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can be directly read off by the force peaks70. Repeatable detection can be achieved by
reducing the configuration vibration of a nucleotide due to the hydrophobic interaction of the
nucleotide with the graphene nanopore. This greatly enhances the detection resolution since
the distance between two nucleotides in dsDNA is 0.32~0.52nm. From Density Functional
Theory calculations, Nelson et al pointed out that the electric conductivity of DNA
translocation through a graphene nanopore can be used to identify the nucleotides. There are
thus many theoretical and experimental studies on this topic which provide explantions for
DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores and enhance our understanding on the
mechanisms. However, due to the limited space of this thesis, I will not discuss the details of
these studies here.

1.4 Significance and aims of the studies presented in this thesis
1.4.1 Significance
Our aim is to find cheap and fast DNA sequencing methods. Solid state nanopores have been

extensively studied as potential materials for fast DNA sequencing. In particular, graphene
nanopores have attracted much attention due to their unique mechanical and physical
properties. DNA sequencing or translocation of DNA through a nanopore is a complicated
issue covering physics, chemistry and biology. Understanding basic factors affecting DNA
sequencing, such as ions, nanopore diameters, DNA-pore interactions etc, can help us to pave
the way to implement DNA sequencing with nanopores.
Computer simulations can provide us some microscopic details that are difficult to be
measured experimentally. DNA sequencing with nanopores is in the nanoscale and can be
studied by MD simulations and we can use such simulations to study the process of DNA
translocation though a nanopore and the effect of the nanopore diameter on the sequencing
process at the atomistic level. Based on the simulations of DNA translocation through
nanopores, we can design nanopores of special geometries to improve the sequencing process.

1.4.2 Aims of the studies
The overall aim of this project is to study factors affecting DNA sequencing with graphene
nanopore. This thesis summarizes the results of computational studies of DNA sequencing
10
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with graphene nanopores, covering factors affecting DNA sequencing with single layer
graphene sheets, the effects of multiple layer graphene nanopores on DNA sequencing, DNA
sequence methods other than measuring the blockade current.
Paper I — investigates the effects of factors, such as diameter of graphene nanopores, ion
concentration, applied voltage on the DNA translocation dynamics and the blockade current
in DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores.
Paper II — explores the advantages of multiple-layer graphene nanopores over single-layer
graphene nanopores in DNA sequencing.
Paper III — identities different nucleotides by the force peaks of DNA passing through the
sub-2nm graphene nanopore and explores the role of graphene nanopore geometry on DNA
sequencing. This could guide us to design better graphene nanopores for DNA sequencing.
Paper IV — theoretically explores DNA sequencing methods other than measuring the
blockade current, with the aim to improve the accuracy of DNA sequencing with graphene
nanopores.
Paper V — demonstrates the excellent ion selectivity for K+ and Na+ of a biomimetic
graphene nanopore designed based on the natural ionic channel protein.
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CHAPTER 2. Solving Newton’s Equation of Motion
MD simulation is a technique used to evolve the motions of the nuclei in a molecular system.
All studies presented in this thesis were performed by MD simulations. As the systems consist
of many nuclei and electrons, studies of the movements of all these particles becomes
complicated. The movements of electrons are much faster than those of nuclei, therefore, the
movements of electrons can be averaged out. Thus, each atom can be considered as a whole
and can be treated by classical mechanics. The motion of each atom can thus be described by
Newton’s equation of motion. MD calculations were performed in Papers I-V to investigate
the properties of the systems covered, which contain nanopores, DNA fragment, and ions. The
computational methods and programs used in the current studies are briefly described in the
following sections.

2.1 Newton’s Equation of Motion
In a system of N particles, the potential energy of the system is a function of the coordinates
r i , i= 1, . . ., N, of the particles,

U ( r 1 , . .. , r n )

(2.1)

The force acting on particle i is related to the gradient of the potential energy,

 
 
 
F i   iU  
j
k
)U
（i
 xi
 yi
 zi

(2.2)

According to the famous Newton’s equation of motion

d 2 ri 
mi 2  Fi
dt

(2.3)

where mi is the mass of particle i and t represents time.

The acceleration ai of particle i is defined as,

d 2 ri
ai  2
dt

(2.4)
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2.2 Solving the Newton’s Equation of Motion
There are many methods to integrate the Newton’s equation of motion. The most popular
integration algorithms in MD simulations include the Verlet, Velocity-Verlet and Leap-frog
algorithms.

2.2.1 Verlet algorithm

Verlet algorithm has been widely used in MD simulations71. With the coordinate r (t ) of a

particle in time t, the coordinate after a time interval  t can be expressed by the Taylor
expression as



1
r (t   t )  r (t )   t v (t )   t 2 a (t )  ....
2



(2.5)

when we change  t into  t , we have



1
r (t   t )  r (t )   t v (t )   t 2 a (t )  ....
2



(2.6)

Plus equations (2.5) and (2.6), we obtain








r (t   t )  2 r (t )  r (t   t )   t 2 a (t )  ...

(2.7)

As we can see, the position of the particle can simply be calculated by equation (2.7). The
4
equation is time reversible. The error bar of the Verlet algorithm is in the order of O  t  if

we ignore the terms higher than the second order in the Taylor expansion.
The error bar of the algorithm is so small that it has been believed to be suitable for use in
MD simulations. The limitation of the algorithm is that the velocity v i (t ) cannot be calculated
through the equations directly, though we can calculate v i (t ) as
vi  t  

ri (t   t )  ri (t   t )
 O (( t ) 2 )
2 t

(2.8)

2
with the error in the order of O  t  . To calculate the velocity at the same time step as the

position, the following equation is adopted,
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vi  t+ t  

ri (t   t )  ri (t)
 O ( t )
t

(2.9)

In this equation, the error of the velocity is in the order of  t .

2.2.2 Velocity-Verlet algorithm
To avoid the disadvantages of the Verlet algorithm, the velocity-Verlet algorithm has been
developed72. The velocity-Verlet algorithm can calculate the position and velocity of a

particle at the same time, without sacrificing the accuracy. Given the position ri (t ) of the
particle i at time t, the velocity after a time interval  t can be given by



1
r (t   t )  r (t )   t v (t )   t 2 a (t )  O(t 2 )
2

(2.10)



1 

v (t   t )  v (t )   t  a (t )  a (t   t ) 
2 


(2.11)





2
In equation (2.11), the error of the velocity is in the order of O(t ) . In this algorithm, the

velocity is more accurately estimated than in the Verlet algorithm.

2.2.3 Leap-frog algorithm
The leap-frog algorithm is similar to the Velocity Verlet algorithm, with73


1
r (t   t )  r (t )   t v (t   t )
2

(2.12)



1
1
v (t   t )  v ( t   t )   t a ( t )
2
2

(2.13)





Compared with the Verlet algorithm, the Velocity-Verlet and Leap-frog algorithms are more
accurate. These two algorithms have been implemented in many widely used MD simulation
packages, such as GROMACS and NAMD.
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3.1 Force fields
In an MD simulation, it is time consuming to calculate the properties in every time step. With
limited computational resources, it is therefore very difficult to apply MD simulations to very
large systems. To use MD simulations to study large systems, optimized force fields are often
used. A force field is the combination of simplified functions with predefined parameters to
describe the interactions between the atoms in an atomic system. The assumptions involved in
a force field model are as follows: 1. Molecules are described by hard balls and springs,
where atoms are described by balls of different size and bonds are expressed by different
springs. 2. The potential energy function is composed of some separate functions. The
parameters used for the same molecule in one system can also be used in the other systems.
The advantage of using force fields in MD simulations is that we can greatly save the
computational time required for calculating the forces. Usually, a force field can be divided
into two parts: the part involving the bonded terms as shown in Figure 3-1 and the one
including non-bonded terms. The bonded terms include those for bond stretching, angle
bending, torsional rotations, and improper dihedrals; the non-bonded terms include those for
the van der Waals interactions and electrostatic interactions. Thus, the potential energy of an
atomic system can be expressed as,
U potential  U bonded  U non bonded

(3.1)

U potential  U bond  U angle  U dihedral  U vdW  U qq

(3.2)

With the potential energy for describing an atomic system available, the forces acting on the
atoms can be calculated and all the microscopic properties of the system can be simulated.
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Figure 3-1. Bonded terms in a force field. The green balls and black lines represent
atoms and bonds, respectively.

3.1.2 Bond
A bond stretching term describes the potential energy change caused by the change of
the covalent bond connecting two atoms. This term is often described by a harmonic
function which means that the corresponding bond is not allowed to dissociate,
U bond 

1
k b (d-d 0 ) 2
2

(3.3)

where d is the bond length, d0 is the reference bond length, and k is the force constant.
A more realistic model for describing a covalent bond is the Morse potential.
However, it is much more expensive for the calculation of forces. Thus, the harmonic
potential form is often used to describe the bond stretching of a covalent bond.

3.1.3 Angle
An angle term describes the potential energy change caused by the change of the
angle formed by two neighboring covalent bonds,
U angle 

1
k ( - 0 ) 2
2

where θ is the angle, θ0 is the reference angle, and kθ is the force constant.
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3.1.4 Dihedral
A dihedral term describes the rotation of atoms around a bond. This term is very
important in describing the conformation of a molecule,
U dihedral 

Un
[1  cos( n   )]
2

(3.5)

Besides the dihedral terms, there are many other bonded terms to describe other types
of motions of atoms in a molecule, the functional forms for which are often different
in different force fields. For example, an “improper dihedral" term is often used to
describe the “out of plane motion” of atoms in a planar molecule, and "cross-terms"
are used in some force fields to describe the couplings between bonds and angles.

3.1.5 Non-bonded interactions
In MD simulations, non-bonded many-body interactions are approximately described
by pairwise potentials. Non-bonded interactions are often divided into van der Waals
interactions and electrostatic interactions. The van der Waals interactions are often
described by the LJ (Lennard-Jones) potential form,





Uij  4 [( )12  ( )6 ]
rij
rij

(3.6)

where ϵ is the depth of the potential well, and rij is the distance between two particles.
σi can be considered as the diameter of atom i. The parameters of ϵ and σ are often
produced based on the Lorentz - Berthelot rule. As shown in Figure 3-2, the LJ
potential is zero when the distance is equal to σ. The LJ interaction between the two
atoms is repulsive if the distance between them is less than σ and it is attractive when
the distance is longer than σ.
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Figure 3-2. Change of the Lennard-Jones potential with the distance between the two
atoms.
The LJ potential form is very simple but has been confirmed to be a good
approximation to the van der Waals interaction.
The electrostatic interaction between the two point charges Qi and Q j is calculated as
Eij 

Qi Q j
4 0 rij

(3.7)

where rij is the distance between two charges Qi and Q j .
The computational cost for the non-bonded interaction terms is much higher than that
for the bonded terms since there are often a huge number of non-bonded interaction
pairs which need to be calculated. The LJ potential is almost zero when r is close to
2σ as shown in Figure 3-2. To decrease the computational cost without sacrificing
accuracy, the cutoff technique is introduced in the calculation of the LJ potential in
MD simulations, where the LJ interaction beyond the cutoff is ignored.

3.1.6 Some often used force fields
The interaction terms often used in many force fields were briefly described above,
however, the parameters in the potential function could be different to suit different
systems. The force field parameters can be determined from quantum chemistry or
20
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from experiment. The most popular force fields used for biomolecules and organic
molecules are CHARMM74, AMBER75, OPLS-AA76 etc. The CHARMM
(Chemistry at HARvard Macromolecular Mechanics) force field is mainly developed
by the Martin Karplus’s group at the Harvard University. The AMBER (Assisted
Model Building with Energy Refinement) force field was initially developed by Peter
Kollman’s group. In particular, the OPLS (Optimized Potentials for Liquid
Simulations) force field is optimized for the description of organic molecules in water.
Besides these popular force fields, there are many other force fields, such as MM277,
GROMOS78, MM379, UFF80 etc. There are some force field models for describing
the water molecule, such as TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP5P, SPC, SPC/E etc.
Parameters for the bond stretching and angle bending terms are almost the same in
almost all the force fields. Force constants for the bond stretching terms and angle
bending terms are often obtained from quantum chemistry or vibrational spectra. This
means that the ways for determining these parameters in the force fields are almost
the same. Thus, the parameters for describing bond stretching and angle bending can
be transferred from one force field to another. This greatly helps us to use force fields
to determine the parameters in the bond stretching and angle bending terms. However,
parameters for the dihedral and other bonded terms can be different for different force
fields. Thus, these parameters are usually not well transferrable from one force field
to another.
The parameters for the electrostatic interactions are the partial atomic charges which
can affect greatly the electrostatic interactions between the atoms. The atomic charges
of a molecule can be derived from the experimental data including liquid properties,
X –ray electron density or from quantum chemistry calculations. In particular, the
atomic charges of a molecule can be derived from fitting to the electrostatic potential
(ESP) of the molecule obtained from the quantum chemistry calculation. To obtain
the charges, firstly, the molecule should be optimized to stay in the structure
corresponding to the energy minimum. Secondly, the Molecular Electrostatic
potentials on the grids are calculated for the energy minimized structure. Finally, the
ESPs are used to determine the atomic charges. By using this method, we can obtain
the atomic charges of a small molecule, which can be used in MD simulations.
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Finally, we would like to point out that force field models are often optimized under
some conditions, and they are usually appropriate for conditions under which the
parameters optimized. To choose a force field appropriate for modeling molecules
under certain conditions is very important for MD simulations.

3.2 Periodic Boundary Conditions
In theory, the movements of all the atoms in a system could be determined by solving
the Newton’s equation of motion. Actually, the number of atoms we can simulate is
always limited due to the limitation of computational resources. A macroscopic
system contains a huge number of atoms, which is far beyond the limit that MD
simulations can treat. Thus, compared with a real system, the number of particles that
an MD simulation can treat is often small.
To simulate an infinite system, the periodic boundary condition (PBC) is introduced
into the simulation. As shown in Figure 3-3, the simulation box is then replicated in
the 3 dimensions and the configurations in all the boxes are exactly the same when the
PBC is applied. The particles exiting from one side of a simulation box can be
considered entering the box from the other side. With PBC, we can model an infinite
system through simulating the behavior of a limited number of atoms in a box. The
error due to the PBC is usually very small if the simulation box contains several
thousand atoms or more.
With the periodic boundary condition applied, the interactions between the images
and the system box need to be calculated. The concept of “minimum image
convention” is ususally proposed. By introducing a cutoff radius which is less than
half of the side of the simulation box, the interactions between the particles within the
cutoff are calculated accurately. Beyond the cutoff, the van der Waals interaction
between a pair of particles is usually neglected and the electrostatic interactions are
recovered by the Ewald summation method.
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Figure 3-3. Illustraion of the periodic boundary condition, rcut is the cutoff.

3.3 Thermostats and Barostats
For an isolated system, the volume (V), the number of particle (N), and the total
energy (E) of the system can be in constant. This corresponds to the microcanonical
or NVE ensemble. In reality, a system can always exchange its energy with the
surroundings, with the temperature and the pressure (p) often being constant in most
experiments. Thus, it is desired that the system we simulate corresponds to the NPT
ensemble, i.e., with fixed N, P, T. Many methods have been developed to keep
pressure and temperature constant. In an MD simulation, the temperature of a system
which is calculated from the velocities of the particles can be controlled through
scaling the velocities. Of the temperature coupling methods, the Berendsen method is
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a typical method, where the temperature T is controlled around the reference
temperature Tref through
dT Tref  T

dt


(3.8)

By multiplying a velocity scale factor  on the particles in the system,

  1


t  Tref
 1

  T


(3.9)

The Berendsen temperature coupling method is simple and efficient. If τ is large, the
coupling of the temperature to the thermostat is weak and if τ is small, the coupling is
strong. To use the coupling effectively and keep the simulation stable, an appropriate
value of τ should be chosen. The pressure of a system can also be controlled by the
Berendsen pressure coupling method which is rather similar to the temperature
coupling method.
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4.1 Potential of Mean Force
Free energy is the driving force for the change of a system from one state to another.
Consequently, free energy calculations are always the hot spot in theoretical and experimental
chemistry. The Gibbs free energy (G) can be calculated by the partition function (QN) of the
NpT ensemble.

G (T,P,N)  -k BT ln QN (T , P)  

1



ln QN (T , P )

(4.1)

where   1/ k BT ，QN can be calculated by

N N
 
QN (T , P)   d N xd N pe-  H(p ,x )

(4.2)

where H is the Hamiltonian, composed of the kinetic energy and potential energy of the



system. The kinetic energy is related to the momentum pi of the particles and the potential



energy is related to the positions x N of the particles. Thus, the Hamiltonian can be written as


N

N N
pi2
H(p ,x )  
V (X N )
i 1 2mi

(4.3)

For a system of many atoms, it is impossible to calculate the partition function of the system
because the dimension of the integral in equation (4.2) is 3N. However, we are not interested
in the absolute free energy, but are interested in the change of the free energy from one state
to another. The free energy profile can often be considered as a function of a spatial variable
which is known as the reaction coordinate. Such a free energy profile is called Potential of
Mean Force (PMF). PMF was first introduced by Kirkwood in 1935 and has become a key
concept in the study of free energy change along a specific coordinate. PMF is a restricted
free energy from one state  to another state  ' . The free energy difference between these
two states can be calculated by:
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G  

1



ln

Z ( )
1
 ( )
  ln
Z（’）  （ '）

(4.4)

where  ( ) is the distribution function in the  ' state.
However, it is impractical to calculate G from the above equation through MD simulations
directly. Accurate free calculations must sample sufficiently the regions of relatively high free
energies, which is a difficult issue with limited computational resources. Ways for the
calculation of PMF has been developed. The often used ways include umbrella sampling and
Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD). In our thesis, SMD has been used.

4.2 Steered Molecular Dynamics
SMD developed by the Schulten’s81 and Grubmüller’s82 groups, is a sampling
method. The standard MD simulation method is too slow since the sampling of a high
potential energy is difficult with limited computational resources. To accelerate the
MD simulation, SMD was developed by applying a force on a molecule which is
similar to the atomic force microscope in the experiment. Through applying a force on
a molecule, we can pull it out of a molecular complex. For example, we can pull a
ligand out of a protein binding pocket. In an SMD, the pulling process is carried out
through pulling one end of a harmonic spring, with the other end of the spring
attached to the molecule to be pulled. The potential of the harmonic spring is
U

  
1
k[vt  (r  r0 ) * n]2
2

(4.5)

where k is the force constant of the spring, U is the potential energy, v is the pulling
velocity, t is the instantaneous simulation time, r0 is the initial position of the
molecule to be pulled, n is the pulling direction. SMD can be used to estimate the free
energy change between two states through the Jarzynski equation
e -  G  e   W
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where W is the work done during the pulling process and e  W means the average
over many pulling processes. When W is small, the free energy difference estimate
from the above equation has a large error due to the insufficient sampling during the
pulling process. Thus, a modified equation based on the Taylor series expansion of
equation (4.6) is often used,
G  W -

W
2



2

-W

2

 W

-


2

 w2

(4.7)

In the above equation, σw is the standard deviation of the work done. Decreasing the
pulling velocity of an SMD process can decrease σw and allow us to obtain a more
accurate free energy change, which also means more computational resources are
required. Thus, the spring constant and pulling velocity need be chosen carefully in
order to balance the accuracy of free energy calculations and the computational
resources.
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CHARPTER 5 Summary of Included Papers
In this chapter, a brief summary of the papers included in this thesis is presented.

5.1 DNA sequencing by single layer graphene nanopores, Paper I
DNA sequencing by single layer graphene nanopores has been studied extensively
both experimentally and theoretically in the last two decades. Experimentally, a
blockade current can be observed when a DNA molecule goes through a nanopore
and the current can be utilized to discriminate different bases of the DNA molecule.
The challenges in achieving a single base resolution in DNA sequencing include to
slow down the translocation velocity and to improve the detection resolution. Many
key factors affecting the signal current, such as salt concentration and applied voltage,
have not been investigated properly and the effects of these key factors are not well
understood. Thus, we performed MD simulations to investigate the effects of key
factors on DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores.
As can be seen from Figure 5-1, poly(A-T)45 was used as a model DNA molecule and
graphene nanopores with different diameters were constructed. Based on the
calculated resistance of the systems in the absence of the model DNA molecule, the
reliability of the MD simulations was confirmed. The influence of ion concentrations,
varied from 0.1M to 1M, on the blockade current was investigated by a series of MD
simulations. The average current and therefore signal strength was found to diminish
with the decrease of the KCl concentration. The blockade current increases with the
DNA molecule passing through a nanopore with ion concentrations higher than 0.3M.
However, it decreases in lower salt concentrations. The phenomenon is in agreement
with the results from experiments83. The blockade current includes the contributions
from the ions and poly(A-T)45, as shown in Figure 5-2. The contribution of poly(AT)45 increases when it enters into the nanopore. Poly(A-T)45 does not like to stay in
the nanopore since the absorption of poly(A-T)45 on the nanopore surface is quite
strong. This leads to that the movement of poly(A-T)45 is much slower outside the
graphene nanopore than in the nanopore. Therefore, the current contributed by
poly(A-T)45 is very large with the poly(A-T)45 translocation through the nanopore.
However, the movement of ions becomes very slow when poly(A-T)45 is passing
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through the nanopore since the nanopore is occupied by poly(A-T)45. In high salt
concentrations, the contribution of ions to the current is larger than that of poly(A-T)45.
Thus, the current contributed by poly(A-T)45 increased and the contribution from ions
decreases in the translocation process. In high ionic concentration, the contribution
from ions is larger than that from poly(A-T)45. The decrease of current contribution
from ions could be compensated partly by the increase of the contribution from
poly(A-T)45 in the translocation process. Thus, the total current decreases in high salt
concentrations but increases in low salt concentrations when poly(A-T)45 is passing
through the graphene nanopore. In addition, the signal current can be enhanced with
higher salt concentrations since the contribution of ions to the signal current becomes
much larger. This is the reason why the resolution of base discrimination is much
higher in high salt concentrations than in low salt concentrations as observed
experimentally. The effect of applied voltages is mainly on the poly(A-T)45
translocation velocity. The velocity is much faster with a larger applied voltage. Thus,
a small applied voltage is suggested.

Figure 5-1. Initial structure of a graphene nanopore and poly(A-T)45. Ions and water
molecules are not shown for clarity. The box for the initial structure is 90×90×220 Å3
in the x, y and z directions. Reproduced with permission from RSC.
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Figure 5-2. Contribution of poly(A-T)45 (black solid line) and ions (red solid line) to
the total current (blue solid line) is calculated under a bias voltage of 2.2V for the 3nm nanopore in (A) 0.1 M KCl and (B)1.0 M KCl, respectively. EXIT means that
poly(A-T)45 is outside of the nanopore, and IN means that poly(A-T)45 is in the
nanopore. Reproduced with permission from RSC.
Through calculating the resistance of a nanopore without poly(A-T)45, the relationship
between the resistance (R) of a nanopore and the nanopore diameter can be described
as R ~ 1/d2, where d is the diameter of the nanopore. Here we further interpret the
relationship between the nanopore area and current, as illustrated in Figure 5-3. The
nanopore area unaffected by the poly(A-T)45 atoms is considered as the unoccupied
area. The change of the current is closely related to the change of the unoccupied area.
According to our model, a reduction of the unoccupied area can decrease the blockade
current and improve the resolution of DNA sequencing. This means that the diameter
of a graphene nanopore should be as small as possible in order to improve the
sequencing resolution. The DNA translocation time can also increase with small
nanopores.
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Figure.5-3. The area enclosed by the red line is the projection of the DNA atoms to
the nanopore with their distances to the nanopore less than 1nm. Reproduced with
permission from RSC.

5.2 DNA sequencing by multiple layer graphene nanopores, Paper II
To improve the resolution of DNA sequencing and to decrease the translocation time,
multilayer graphene nanopores were investigated. The resistance of the graphene
nanopores is directly in proportion to the number of graphene nanopore layers. This is
in consistence with the result from Lv’s paper84. The resistance is though lower from
our simulations than the result from experiments83. One reason is that the voltage we
used is larger than that in experiment (the choice of a large voltage is because of
computational limitations). Another reason is that the charge distribution of the
graphene nanopores is not considered in the simulations for simplicity and the force
field to describe the interaction between the ions and graphene atoms also need to be
improved. However, the relationship between the resistance and the number of
graphene nanopore layers implies that the current decreases with the increase of layers.
The most interesting thing is that the translocation time increases with the increase of
graphene nanopore layers. As seen in Figure 5-4, the translocation times are ca.
0.6±0.2, 1.9±0.8, 3.6±0.9, and 5.1±1.2ns for nanopores of 1, 3, 5, and 7 layers,
respectively, which are much shorter than those observed experimentally with 45bp
since the applied voltage in our simulations is much larger. The translocation time
increases with the increase of layers in a high electric field. However, the
translocation time is not related to the number of graphene layers in a low electric
field. This observation is in consistence with the results from experiments. Under a
low electric field, the driving force for DNA fragment to pass through a nanopore is
very small. The interaction between the graphene nanopore and the DNA fragment
greatly affects the translocation time since the DNA fragment tends to absorb onto the
graphene nanopore under a low electric field. The sticking time, or trapping time, in
the graphene nanopore is therefore very long. Thus, the effect of thickness of a
graphene nanopore on the translocation time can be neglected. This reflects that in
experiment the interaction between a graphene nanopore and DNA is the most
important factor affecting the translocation time when the applied electric field is
relatively small.
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Figure 5-4. Change of the current with the time for the DNA fragment translocation
through graphene nanopores of 1-layer (A), 3-layer (B), 5-layer (C), 7-layer (D) and
9-layer (E) under 100mv/nm electric field, respectively. Δt represents the
translocation time for poly(A-T)45 to pass through the nanopore. The blue dashed line
in (C) corresponds to the current change with poly(A-T)45 translocation through the
nanopore. EXIT means that all the residues of poly(A-T)45 are outside of the nanopore
and IN indicates that some segments of poly(A-T)45 are passing through the nanopore.
Change of the translocation time with the number of graphene layers is plotted in (F)
under 100mv/nm and (G) under 30mv/nm, respectively.
In addition, the current of DNA translocation through a multilayer graphene nanopore
undergoes a stepwise change and therefore discloses more details of the DNA
translocation. This observation can be used to improve the resolution of DNA
sequencing with multilayer graphene nanopores. To check this carefully, the
relationship between the unoccupied volume of the graphene nanopores and the
current was explored. We found that the blockade current is closely related to the
unoccupied volume of the graphene nanopores. This implies that factors affecting the
unoccupied volume of the graphene nanopores in the DNA translocation process can
also affect the resolution of DNA sequencing.

5.3 DNA sequencing based on force peaks, Paper III
In papers I and II, the blockade current was used to distinguish nucleotides in DNA
sequencing as in experiment. However, graphene nanopores with diameters larger
than 5nm in experiment or larger than 2nm in simulation have not achieved current
signals with appropriate resolution for nucleotide identification. In this section, we
report studies on the graphene nanopore geometry, including square, triangle, rhombic
and circle, on DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores of diameters smaller than
2nm (Figure 5-5). As shown in Figure 5-6, a single strand DNA molecule was pulled
out from the graphene nanopores with a ratchet-like way by all-atom SMD
simulations.
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Figure 5-5 Graphene nanopores of different geometries: (a) a circular nanopore, (b) a
rhombic nanopore, (c) a square nanopore, and (d) a triangle nanopore. r is the radius
of the circular nanopore. sa is the short axis and la is the long axis of the rhombic
nanopore.
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Figure 5-6. Scheme of the single strand DNA sequencing with a graphene nanopore
(grey one) in steered molecular dynamics simulations. A single strand DNA is pulling
at a constant velocity V in a direction by harmonic string with force constant k. The
red area shows the difference between 5-methylcytosine (MC) and cytosine (C).
Reproduced from American Chemical Society .
The four basic nucleotides (A, T, C, G) and 5-methylcytosine (MC) were pulled to
translocate through the graphene nanopores. We observed a base-by-base ratcheting
translocation fashion. This fashion can greatly increase the signal-to-noise ratio and
can thus be used to improve the resolution of DNA sequencing. The model DNA
molecule with the sequence CCMC MCCCT TAAG was used to investigate the effect
of nanopore geometry on the DNA sequencing. As shown in Figure 5-7, eleven force
peaks were found in all the nanopores of different geometries relating to that the
model DNA molecule contians eleven nucleotides. This indicates that each nucleotide
including MC can be read off by the force profile directly. In the circular graphene
nanopore, the force peaks are 3.63 ± 0.32nN, 4.05 ± 0.32 nN, 5.06 ± 0.26 nN, and
5.47 ± 0.15 nN for C, T, A and G, respectively. These force peaks can be used to
distinguish A, G, C, T, and MC with the circular graphene nanopore, with the order
G > A > MC > T > C. The characteristic peaks for the two pyrimidine bases (C and T)
are lower than those of the purine bases (A and G). The difference in the characteristic
peaks of the nucleotides is due to the nucleotide geometries - the pyrimidine bases
have six-membered rings composed of four carbon atoms and two nitrogen atoms,
whereas the purine bases are five- and six-membered heterocyclic compounds. This
makes pyrimidine more difficult than purine bases to thread the nanopore and leads to
that the corresponding characteristic force peaks are much larger than those of purine.
The error bar of the force peaks can be decreased by carrying out the simulation
several times so that the resolution to identify the nucleotides can be improved. We
observed that the force peak values for the same type of nucleotides are not the same
and that the error bars are very large with graphene nanopores of other geometries.
For example, with the rhombic graphene nanopore, the force peak value is ca. 6.0 nN
for the third C but 4.1nN for the fourth one (Figure 5-8). The error bar of the force
peaks for the same type of nucleotides is so large (ca. 0.9nN) that the force peaks
cannot be used to identify the nucleotides.
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Figure 5-7. Force profiles of different nucleotides passing through graphene
nanopores of different geometries: (a) Circle ; (b) Rhombic; (c) Triangle and (d)
Square.

Figure 5-8. The charactristic force peak values of nucleotides in graphene nanopores
of different geometries.

The reason why different nucleotides can be identified by the circular nanopore but
not the nanopores of other geometries is illustrated in Figure 5-9. Nucleotides with the
phosphodiester bond are long and narrow, which makes it much easier for them to
pass through the nanopore along the la (long) direction than along the sa (short)
direction. Accordingly, the force value is much smaller when a single nucleotide is
pulled through the nanopore along the la direction. Due to the thermal fluctuation and
conformational change, ssDNA can thread the nanopore in different orientations.
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Thus, the error bar for the force peak values in the rhombic nanopore is very large,
which makes it impossible to read the DNA sequence accurately. On the other hand,
the circular nanopore is axisymmetric and the force peak of a base through the
nanopore is almost orientation independent, leading to that the error bar is relatively
small. Our study demonstrates that the orientation of a nucleotide is much more
sensitive to an asymmetric nanopore than to an axisymmetric nanopore.

Figure 5-9. Nucleotides passing through the circular graphene nanopore (a-b) and the
rhombic graphene nanopore (c-d) with different orientations. In the circular nanopore,
the difference in the force curves for the same nucleotide with different orientations (a
and b) pulled through the nanopore is small since the pore is axisymmetric. In contrast
a significant difference in the force curves can occur due to the significant difference
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in the force curves for the same nucleotide with different orientations ( c and d) pulled
through the rhombic nanopore.

5.4 DNA sequencing by translocation time, Paper IV
In this paper, single molecule sequencing with graphene nanopores was investigated
to explore an alternative DNA sequencing method through molecular dynamics
simulations. For simplicity, poly(A)15, poly(C)15, poly(T)15, poly(G)15 were used as
model DNA molecules in our simulations. For each system, the initial structure was
obtained by placing a model DNA molecule above the graphene nanopore. The
translocation time was measured in the DNA translocation process under an applied
voltage. The starting time for translocation is defined as the time when the first atom
of the DNA molecule enters the nanopore and the end time is defined as the time
when the last atom of the DNA molecule exits the nanopore. The time interval
between the end time and the starting time is thus defined as the translocation time.
By characterizing the translocation time profile of ssDNA passing through a graphene
nanopore with a certain diameter, we can distinguish the nucleotides. As shown in the
Figure 5-10, the blockade currents for polynucleotides A, T, C and G are 11.5~14nA,
leading to that it is difficult to identify the signal current for different types of
nucleotide. This reflects that other methods need to be studied in order to read DNA
sequence more clearly. As seen in Figure 5-11b, the translocation times of different
bases in the 2nm graphene nanopore are different with the applied electric field varied
from 100mv/nm to 600mv/nm. The translocation times of different polynucleotides in
high electric fields cannot be distinguished; however, they can be distinguished very
well with the electric fields under 100mv/nm. The translocation times of poly A, T, C,
and G are ca. 2.1ns, 3.1ns, 4,5ns and 6.5ns, respectively.
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Figure 5-10. The averaged blockade currents of poly(A)15, poly(T)15, poly(C)15, and
poly(G)15 in a 2 nm graphene nanopore under the electric field of 100mv/nm.

Based on Newton’s equation, the entire movement of DNA fragment could be
described as follows:

F

i n

Edqi   f(t )

(5.1)

E
dq i   f (t ) / m
mi

(5.2)

i 1

a

in

i 1

where δf(t) is the summation of the forces from graphene, water molecules and ions
acting on DNA fragments. δf(t) changes in the simulation. Under a high electric field,
δf(t) can be ignored since E is so strong that the corresponding force on the DNA
fragment is very large. Under a high electric field, the acceleration of the DNA
molecule can be derived from Eq.(5.3) and the translocation time can be expressed by
Eq.(5.4). Thus, the translocation time is only related to the electric field as expressed
in Eq.(5.5).
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Figure 5-11. (a) Translocation time for poly(A)15 through a 2 nm graphene nanopore
as a function of the applied electric field (black square) and the red line is fitted curve;
(b) Change of the translocation times for different polynucleotides through the 2 nm
graphene nanopore with electric field.
As we can see from Figure 5-11, the curves from fitting to Eq. (5.5) are in good
agreement with the translocation times obtained from the simulations, especially
under the electric field of 600mv/nm. This indicates that the interaction between the
nanopore and DNA has essentially no effect on the DNA translocation through the
nanopore under the high electric field. The applied electric field needs to be decreased
to reflect the effect due to the interaction between the DNA and nanopore so that
different types of nucleotides can be recognized. As shown in Figure 5-12, the
translocation times of poly(G)15, poly(C)15, poly(A)15, and poly(T)15 are 13.2 ± 0.81ns,
10.1 ± 0.62ns, 4.8 ± 0.17 ns and 3.2 ± 0.09 ns, respectively. The order of translocation
times for the four different nucleotides is in accordance with the results from
Derrington’s experiments with MspA 85. This indicates that under a low electric field,
different bases can potentially be distinguished by their translocation times through a
graphene nanopore of suitable diameter.
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Figure 5-12. The translocation times for poly(G)15, poly(C)15, poly(A)15, and
poly(T)15 through the 2 nm graphene nanopore under a electric field of 50mv/nm
with 1M KCl.

5.5 Ion selectivity by biomimetic graphene nanopores, Paper V

Figure 5-13. a) Side view of the backbone of the potassium channel of KcsA. The
blue arrow shows the influx direction of K+ ions. Graphene nanopores inspired from
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the potassium channel of KcsA: b) nanopore I, with O-O distances of 3.33 Å and 3.12
Å, respectively; c) nanopore II, with O-O distance of 3.89 Å; and d) nanopore III,
with O-O distance of 4.2 Å.

Figure 5-14. Number of K+/Na+ ions passed through the graphene nanopore in the 10
ns MD simulations under different electric fields: a) nanopore I; b) nanopore II; c)
nanopore III. The blue line is the ratio of the number of K+ to that of Na+ and the
green line corresponds to that the ratio of the number of K+ to that of Na+ is 1.0.
(Permission from Royal Society of Chemistry)
As shown in Figure 5-13, biomimetic graphene nanopores of different sizes with
oxygen-doped have designed based on the K+ ionic channel in proteins86. The
selectivity of Na+ and K+ ion is displayed in Figure 5-14. In the middle-sized
nanopore II, all values of NumK+/NumNa+ are over 1.7 under different electric fields
and the highest value is 7 under the applied electric field of 400 mv/nm (Figure b).
Nanopore II exhibits a remarkable discrimination for Na+ and K+. To explore the
phenomenon in more depth, the PMF was calculated as shown in Figure 5-15. The
difference in the free energy barriers for K+ and Na+ to pass through nanopore II is ca.
21.2 kJ/mol. We can estimate the reaction rate constants for K+ and Na+ by the
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transition state theory - the nanopores selectivity for K+ over Na+ can be estimated by
k(K+)/k(Na+), where k is the rate constant. The ratio of the selectivity is estimated to
be about 1000:1 for the free energy difference of ca.21 kJ/mol.

Figure 5-15. PMF profiles for K+/Na+ passing through graphene nanopore II along the
reaction coordinate between the ions and the center of the graphene nanopore. The
vertical dashed blue line represents the position of the nanopore.

5.6 Conclusion and Outlook
In this thesis, MD simulations have been used to investigate DNA sequencing with
graphene nanopores. It was motivated by the fact that methods for DNA sequencing
have received an ever increasing interest and application over many years, and that
more recently DNA sequencing with nanopores has become a promising method.
Many factors, such as role of ion concentration, size and shape of nanopores and
applied voltage, on the performance of DNA nanopore sequencing were investigated
with MD simulations. The decrease or increase of the blockade current in the DNA
translocation processes was found to sensitively depend on the ion concentration, with
0.3M as a general critical concentration for DNA translocation through graphene
nanopores. With a high ion concentration, the blockade current can decrease with
DNA passing through the nanopores; otherwise, the blockade current can increase.
The results are in good agreement with experimental observations. In addition, the
diameter of a nanopore is found to be a key factor to affect the resolution of DNA
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sequencing with nanopores, where a small nanopore tends to improve the resolution
of DNA sequencing.
Based on the results of DNA sequencing with single layer graphene nanopores,
multiple layer graphene nanopores were further investigated. The translocation time
was found to increase and the DNA translocation velocity decrease with the increase
of the number of layers in a certain range in a low electric field but not in high electric
field. To find an alternative DNA sequencing method, the force peak curves obtained
from steered MD simulations were used to distinguish different types of nucleotides.
In the symmetric circular nanopore, different type of nucleotides can be distinguished
by the characteristic force peaks when DNA is pulled through the nanopore. This
implies that a DNA strand can be potentially read off by optical tweezers directly.
The translocation time was also used to detect different nucleotides when the applied
electric filed is low. In a low electric field, the translocation times of different
nucleotides through a graphene nanopore are found to be quite different. Finally, a
biomimetic graphene nanopore was designed based on the ionic channel in a natural
protein and we could demonstrate that such a nanopore can exhibit excellent
selectivity for Na+ and K+ ions.
In summary, MD simulation provides a powerful technique to study the dynamics and
structural details of DNA sequencing in complex systems. The range of MD
simulations is very wide and can help us to study the behavior of various molecules,
be it ions, water molecules, small organic molecules, biomolecules and proteins. The
disadvantages of MD simulations can mainly be related to two aspects. The first one
is that, due to the limitation of computational resources, the timescale of MD
simulations is usually less than a microsecond, which is often much shorter than that
in nature. The development of computer science can help us to prolong the time scale
that MD simulations can achieve in the future. The second limitation refers to the
force fields used in MD simulations. Quantum chemistry can be used to calculate
small molecules to obtain more accurate results and combining quantum chemistry
and MD simulation can provide us with a much deep understanding of processes
occurring in microscopic systems and can greatly improve the accuracy and reliability
of simulations.
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Solid-state nanopores, in particular graphene nanopores, are believed to have promising applications in
DNA sequencing. Many efforts have been made in this research area, the ultimate goal is to extend the
DNA translocation time and to achieve single-base resolution. Unfortunately, several factors in DNA
sequencing are still not well understood. In this paper, we report a study on the effects of two main
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factors, the salt concentration and the bias voltage, on the corresponding ionic current. We propose a
theoretical model to explore the relationship between the occupied nanopore area and the current. We
demonstrate that the DNA translocation time can be prolonged by decreasing the bias voltage and by
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properly narrowing the nanopore diameter. We find that the reduction of the blockade current depends
on the ratio of the unoccupied nanopore area to the total nanopore area.

Introduction
Nanopores, such as solid-state1–6 and biological7–11 nanopores, have shown great promise for probing single molecules.
By applying an external bias voltage to a nanopore, biomolecules including DNA and RNA molecules, can be driven single
file through the nanopore and trigger a detectable change in
the transient ion current signal. The method to detect DNA
sequences by nanopores is considered to be low-cost and highthroughput.12
A DNA molecule can thread a protein nanopore, such as
a-hemolysin,13 allowing the DNA sequence to be read.
Recently, it has been reported that the four DNA bases can
be discriminated by different blockade currents in a biological
nanopore.14,15 This represents significant progress in DNA
sequencing with the advantage of being chemically engineered
through advanced molecular biology techniques. However, the
limited stability of biological nanopores to temperature, pH
and salt concentration have so far made it difficult to make
such biological nanopores work in practice.16 On the other
hand, solid-state nanopores, which can be easily fabricated
from membranes, such as those made of silicon nitride,17
aluminum oxide,18 and silicon oxide,19 have been proposed as
an alternative to detect DNA and other large biomolecules.
Solid-state nanopores have thus been used in detecting DNA
contour lengths,20 DNA hybridization21, and DNA folding.3
After modification, they can also be used in label-free analysis
a
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of single molecules.22 However, since nanopores typically are
tens of nanometers in thickness, it is difficult to use them to
detect DNA sequences with single-base resolution. Fortunately,
nanopores fabricated from graphene sheets are shown to be
extremely thin and structurally robust 23 and have been
extensively used in DNA detection in recent years.24
In experiments, blocked currents have been observed for
DNA molecules entering into a nanopore and these currents
can be utilized to discriminate between the DNA molecules,
making graphene nanopores promising materials for DNA
sequencing. The challenge that needs to be overcome when
using such nanopores for DNA sequencing is that the velocity
of DNA translocation through the nanopores is too fast. Due to
a short DNA translocation time it becomes harder to achieve
the single-base resolution. To solve this problem, a number of
theoretical and experimental studies have been carried
out.25,26 However, many factors that affect the signal current,
like salt concentration and voltage, have not been studied and
these key factors influencing the signal current and translocation time are not well understood.
The present work is motivated by the fact that molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations of bionano systems27,28 can
provide atomistic details of DNA translocation through a
nanopore and can be used to investigate factors that affect the
signal current. MD simulations have been successfully applied
to the study of electric field-driven DNA translocation in
nanopores.29,30 We carried out all-atom MD simulations to
study the translocation of DNA molecules through graphene
nanopores. Herein, poly(A–T)45 was used as model DNA due to
its simplicity. Several factors, such as the diameter of the
nanopore, salt concentration and bias voltage are studied to
investigate their effects on the signal current and detection
precision. Our study demonstrates that the diameter of the
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nanopore is a key factor affecting the electrical conductivity of
the nanopore and that the DNA translocation velocity
decreases with the decrease of the applied voltage, prolonging
the translocation time. The effect of ion concentration on the
signal current depends on the contribution of both the DNA
and the ions to the total current. By exploring and analyzing
these factors, a theoretical model was constructed and used to
establish the relationship between the unoccupied nanopore
area and signal current. The unoccupied nanopore area is
considered to be the most important factor affecting the signal
current for detecting DNA translocation through a nanopore.

Results and discussion
In the present study, a series of MD simulations were
performed as listed in Table 1. The initial structure for the
MD simulations is shown in Fig. 1. The effects of bias voltage,
pore size, and ion concentration on the resolution of DNA
sequencing were investigated. Through the analysis of the
simulation results, we constructed a theoretical model and
verified its applicability and accuracy. With this model, we
proposed that the resolution can be significantly improved
with the application of smaller nanopores.
Resistance of open nanopores
To evaluate the accuracy of the ionic conductivity of the
graphene nanopores obtained from our MD simulations, the
resistance of the graphene nanopores from the simulations
was calculated and compared with the experimental data. A
series of MD simulations were performed on nanopores with
diameters of 1.6 nm, 2.0 nm, 3.0 nm, 4.0 nm and 5.0 nm with
the same KCl concentration (1.0 M) as described in the
experiment.31 K+ and Cl2 ions were driven to move in opposite
directions by the external electric field and the average current
,I. was measured in the same way as described in the
references.32,33 The slope of the V/,I. curve was determined
as the resistance of a nanopore. As we can see in Fig. 2B, ,I.
was proportional to V in the nanopore with a diameter of 5.0
nm, reflecting the stability of the graphene nanopores in our
simulations as well as the accuracy. As plotted in Fig. 2A, the
resistance of the graphene nanopores closely depends on the
square of the nanopore diameters, which can be expressed as
R y 1/d2. This result is in accordance with the previous
experiment34 and simulation,33 confirming the reliability of
the present simulations. The resistance values obtained from
the simulations are 2–3 times smaller than those in the
experiment. The reasons could be: (1) the applied external
voltage was higher compared to those in the experiment; (2)
the force field used is not sufficiently well tuned to describe
the interaction between the ion and graphene. Fortunately, the
relationship between the resistance and the diameter of
graphene nanopores agrees qualitatively with the experiment.
Thus, MD simulations can be used to investigate the
resolution of DNA sequencing.
The translocation time for DNA to pass through the
nanopores was also studied using nanopores with different
diameters as in the simulations SimND1–5. The DNA
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translocation time is prolonged with the reduction of the
nanopore diameter. With a bias voltage of 2.2 V, the time for
the DNA to pass through the 5.0 nm-nanopore was about 0.5
ns and the time for the DNA to pass through the 4.0 nmnanopore was 0.9 ns. It is worth noting that poly(A–T)45 could
not pass through the 1.6 nm pore in 50.0 ns with a bias voltage
of 2.2 V but it passed through the nanopore in 1.1 ns when the
voltage was 22.0 V, which is in good agreement with the
experimental observations35 for other types of solid state
nanopores. The reason is that the diameter of dsDNA is larger
than 1.6 nm so it was not able to pass through the 1.6 nm
nanopore when the applied field is weak. However, in the
presence of a strong electric field the dsDNA helix can be
deformed to pass through the 1.6 nm nanopore.16
Influence of KCl concentration
To study the influence of KCl concentration on the current,
simulations with the KCl concentration ranging from 0.1 M to
1.0 M were performed with the bias voltage of 2.2 V (0.1 V
nm21) and in the absence of poly(A–T)45 (see Table 1). As
shown in Fig. 3A, the current shows a linear correlation with
the concentration of KCl, which is in agreement with the
results from the experiments using other types of solid state
nanopores.36 This linear relationship can also be applied to
graphene nanopores because the current is only contributed
from the motion of the K+ and Cl2 ions, and not from poly(A–
T)45. To investigate the effect of KCl concentration on DNA
sequencing, a series of MD simulations were carried out for
poly(A–T)45 passing through a 3 nm nanopore under the bias
voltage of 2.2 V. The evolution time of the current for KCl
concentrations ranging from 0.1 M to 1.0 M is plotted in
Fig. 3B. Clearly, the average current and therefore the signal
strength, diminishes with a decrease in KCl concentration.
This means that a moderate ion concentration is necessary in
order to detect a DNA sequence with high resolution. In the
figure, the red dashed line to the left is the time when poly(A–
T)45 enters the nanopore, and the dashed line to the right is
the time when poly(A–T)45 exits. The translocation time of
poly(A–T)45 through the graphene nanopore is almost constant
in this series of simulations, indicating that the detection time
of DNA sequence is not affected by the KCl concentration.
Therefore, increasing KCl concentration does not help solve
the problem of extending the detection time of DNA
sequences.37 The translocation velocity of poly(A–T)45 through
the graphene nanopore is ca. 15 bp ns21, which is much faster
than that observed in the experiment,38,39 due to the higher
applied voltage compared to the experiment. The last but the
most important phenomenon shown in Fig. 3B is very
interesting. In high salt concentrations ranging from 0.5 M
to 1.0 M, the current is blocked when poly(A–T)45 enters into
the nanopore. Compared to the open nanopore current, the
blockade current is reduced by about 20% in all three systems.
In contrast, the current increased when poly(A–T)45 enters the
nanopore in low salt concentrations ranging from 0.1 M to 0.3
M. This phenomenon is consistent with experimental observations for other types of solid state nanopores.36
To interpret the phenomenon in depth, the contributions of
poly(A–T)45 and ions to the current were calculated in 0.1 M
and 1.0 M KCl, respectively. As can be seen in Fig. 4A and B,
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Table 1 Performed simulationsa

SimN1

Number of
atoms

Voltage (V)

Diameter of
the pore (nm)

KCl
concentration (M)

134 235

22.0

1.6

1.0

Temperatute (K)

DNA (bp)

Simulation time (ns)
5

298
SimN2

134 543

22.0

2.0

1.0

5
298

SimN3

134 257

22.0

3.0

1.0

5
298

SimN4

134 387

22.0

4.0

1.0

5
298

SimN5

134 556

22.0

5.0

1.0

5
298

SimV1

134 556

17.6

5.0

1.0

5
298

SimV2

134 556

13.2

5.0

1.0

5
298

SimV3

134 556

8.8

5.0

1.0

5
298

SimV4

134 556

4.4

5.0

1.0

5
298

SimV5

134 556

2.2

5.0

1.0

5
298

SimIC1

134 257

2.2

3.0

1.0

5
298

SimIC1

134 578

2.2

3.0

0.8

5
298

SimIC2

135 250

2.2

3.0

0.7

5
298

SimIC3

134 795

2.2

3.0

0.5

5
298

SimIC4

134 750

2.2

3.0

0.3

5
298

SimIC5

134 953

2.2

3.0

0.1

5
298

SimID1

173 550

2.2

3.0

1.0

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

10

poly(A–T)45

20

poly(A–T)45

50

poly(A–T)45

10

298
SimID2

174 750

2.2

3.0

0.7
298

SimID3

175 550

2.2

3.0

0.5
298

SimID4

172 150

2.2

3.0

0.3
298

SimID5

177 198

2.2

3.0

0.1
298

SimVD1

174 205

22.0

5.0

1.0
298

SimVD2

174 205

17.6

5.0

1.0
298

SimVD3

174 205

13.2

5.0

1.0
298

SimVD4

174 205

8.8

5.0

1.0
298

SimVD5

174 205

4.4

5.0

1.0
298

SimVD6

174 205

2.2

5.0

1.0
298

SimND1

173 503

2.2

4.0

1.0
298

SimND2

173 550

2.2

3.0

1.0
298

SimND3

173 509

2.2

2.0

1.0
298

SimND4

173 735

2.2

1.6

1.0
298

SimND5

173 735

22.0

1.6

1.0
298

a
Sim represents simulation; N means nanopores with different diameters; D means DNA(poly(A–T)45); V means voltage; IC means ion
concentration in the absence of the DNA molecule; ID means ion concentration in the presence of the DNA molecule.
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decrease of the ion current is masked by the increase of the
poly(A–T)45 current.
Influence of the applied bias voltage

Fig. 1 Initial structure of a graphene nanopore and poly(A–T)45. Ions and water
molecules are not shown for clarity. The box for the initial structure is 90.0 6
90.0 6 220.0 Å3 in the x, y and z directions.

the current contribution from poly(A–T)45 increased when the
molecule passed through the nanopore. The movement in the
z axis (the direction of the electric field) of poly(A–T)45 is
largely affected by the interaction of graphene with water
molecules when the poly(A–T)45 is outside the pore.
Absorption of poly(A–T)45 onto the nanopore surface could
take place which largely decreases the movement of poly(A–
T)45. However, the movement of poly(A–T)45 in the z axis
accelerates when poly(A–T)45 is passing through the nanopore.
On the other hand, the contribution of ions to the current is
greatly reduced when poly(A–T)45 passes through the nanopore. In the presence of 1.0 M KCl, the contribution of ions to
the total current is about ten times larger than that of poly(A–
T)45. Therefore, the current produced by poly(A–T)45 can be
ignored unlike the current produced by the ions. With the
decrease of the ion current, the total current decreases when
poly(A–T)45 passes through the nanopore. However, the
contribution of poly(A–T)45 and the ions to the total current
is almost the same in the low salt concentration, and the

To evaluate the effect of the applied bias voltage on the
resolution of DNA sequencing, a series of simulations tagged
SimVD1–6 with the voltage varying from 2.2 V to 22.0 V, were
performed for a system consisting of a 5.0 nm nanopore and
poly(A–T)45 in the presence of 1.0 M KCl. As seen in Fig. 5A, the
absolute value of the blockade current becomes larger when
the bias voltage is increased, indicating that the limit of the
detection can be improved. However, the relative ratio of the
blocked current to the open pore current remains almost the
same, meaning that the voltage is unrelated to the ratio. In
addition, the peak becomes sharp when the applied bias
voltage is increased, revealing that the translocation time for
poly(A–T)45 to pass through the nanopore shortens. The value
of Dt is about 320 ps under an applied bias voltage of 22.0 V,
and increases up to 600 ps when the bias voltage becomes 17.6
V. The reason is simply that the velocity of poly(A–T)45 is
increased by raising the voltage. In addition, compared to the
translocation process in the low bias voltage of 2.2 V, the
structure of poly(A–T)45 is stretched to a larger extent in the
high bias voltage of 22.0 V due to the stronger electric force
applied.
For a better understanding of the process, the contribution
of poly(A–T)45 and the ions to the total current as a function of
time in the 5.0 nm nanopore with a bias voltage of 17.6 V in
the presence of 1.0 M KCl is plotted. As seen in Fig. 5B, the
time for poly(A–T)45 to pass through the nanopore becomes
shorter as the voltage increases. The peak of the current is very
sharp and the time for poly(A–T)45 to pass through the
nanopore is too short for detection. Therefore, reducing the
electric field strength could prolong the translocation time for
a DNA molecule to pass through the nanopore, leading to an
enhanced and effective signal for detecting a DNA sequence.
Theoretical model
To interpret the relationship between the nanopore area and
current in depth, a model is constructed as follows. First, only
those DNA atoms with distances to the nanopore less than |z|

Fig. 2 Open nanopore resistance. (A) The change of the graphene nanopore resistance as the nanopore diameter varies from 1.6 nm, 2.0 nm, 3.0 nm, 4.0 nm to 5.0
nm. The relationship between the resistance and the nanopore size can be described by a solid line which is the 1/d2 fit. (B) The I–V curve for the nanopore with a
diameter of 5.0 nm.
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Fig. 3 (A) The change of the current with KCl concentrations varying from 0.1 M to 1.0 M in the 3.0 nm graphene nanopore with a bias voltage of 2.2 V and without
poly(A–T)45 (see SimIC1–5 in Table 1). (B) The change of the current as a function of time in different KCl concentrations in the presence of a bias voltage of 2.2 V and
poly(A–T)45. Dt means the time required for poly(A–T)45 to go through the graphene nanopore (see SimID1–5 in Table 1).

Fig. 4 The contribution of poly(A–T)45 (black solid line) and ions (red solid line) to the total current (blue solid line) is calculated under the bias voltage of 2.2 V for the
3 nm nanopore in (A) 0.1 M KCl and (B)1.0 M KCl. EXIT means where poly(A–T)45 is outside the nanopore, and IN means where poly(A–T)45 is in the nanopore.

are considered to influence the movement of ions that pass
through the nanopore. Here, the parameter z (|z| ¡ 1.0 nm)
depends on the cutoff of the simulation. As shown in Fig. 6,
the projection of these atoms in the area inside the red
envelop is calculated. Thereafter, the nanopore is divided into
very small grids, with the area covered by all the grids denoted
as Atotal. The area Across of the nanopore, which the ions can

cross, is counted. This area is formed by the grids where the
distance between each ion to any atom from the projected
DNA is larger than s, with s = s1 + s2, where s1 is the atomic
radius of the atom from the DNA and s2 the atomic radius of
the ion. s1 and s2 correspond to the Lennard-Jones parameter.
Finally, the concept of a normalized area is introduced with
ANA = Across/Atotal.

Fig. 5 (A) Time evolution of the current in the 5.0 nm nanopore for different bias voltages in the presence of 1.0 M KCl. (B) The contribution of poly(A–T)45 (black solid
line) and ions (red solid line) to the total current (blue solid line) in the 5.0 nm nanopore in 1.0 M KCl under the bias voltage of 17.6 V. Dt is the translocation time for
poly(A–T)45 to pass through the nanopore.
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Fig. 6 Projection of the DNA atoms to the graphene nanopore. The area enclosed by the red line is the projection of the DNA atoms to the nanopore that have a
distance to the nanopore that is less than 1 nm.

This model was used to study the time evolution of the area
for the 3 nm nanopore with poly(A–T)45 in 1.0 M KCl under a
bias voltage of 2.2 V. As shown in Fig. 7, the change of the
normalized area matches with the variation of the current. To
provide the atomistic level of description of the translocation
dynamics of poly(A–T)45, some snapshots were captured. With
a poly(A–T)45 molecule passing through the nanopore (Fig. 7A
to Fig. 7B), the current and normalized area decreased
simultaneously. After poly(A–T)45 exits the pore (see Fig. 7C

to Fig. 7D), the current and normalized area increased
simultaneously. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the change in
current is consistent with that of the normalized area as
reflected by the three red dashed lines.
According to the model, reduction of the normalized area
will decrease the pore blockade current, and thus amplify the
change of the signal current. This means that the resolution of
DNA sequence detection can be improved when the diameter
of the nanopores is reduced. To verify this hypothesis, the

Fig. 7 The current and normalized area when poly(A–T)45 passes through the 3.0 nm nanopore in the presence of 1.0 M KCl when the applied bias voltage is 2.2 V.
The green dashed lines correspond to the average current signals. Snapshots of the poly(A–T)45 conformation during the translocation are shown in (A–E): (A) poly(A–
T)45 begins to enter into the nanopore; (B) half of poly(A–T)45 has passed through the nanopore; (C) most of poly(A–T)45 has passed through the nanopore; (D)
poly(A–T)45 is about to exit the pore; (E) poly(A–T)45 leaves the pore completely.
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Fig. 8 Reduction of the pore current during a blockade. The rate of reduction is
6%, 13%, and 22% in the 5.0 nm, 4.0 nm, and 3.0 nm pores, respectively. The
green dashed lines represents the normalized average current after poly(A–T)45
has exited the nanopore. The blue, red, and black dashed lines are the average
blockade currents in the 5.0 nm, 4.0 nm, and 3.0 nm nanopores, respectively.

reduction ratios during a blockade in the 3.0 nm-, 4.0 nm- and
5.0 nm-pores in 1.0 M KCl are calculated under a bias voltage
of 2.2 V. As shown in Fig. 8, the reduction in the pore current
during the blockade is 6%, 13%, and 22%, in the 5.0 nm, 4.0
nm, and 3.0 nm pores, respectively. This verifies our model
from another perspective. The pores used in the experiments
are in the range of 5.0–22.0 nm.31,34 Our model suggests that
the diameter of the nanopores should be small in order to
improve the resolution of DNA sequence detection because
smaller nanopores can make the translocation time of a DNA
molecule longer. A recent study has demonstrated that use of
Na+ and Li+ to replace K+ can also slow down DNA
translocation since Na+ and Li+ have stronger binding
affinities to DNA than K+.40

Paper
However, the rate of reduction in the pore current during the
blockade is almost the same at different bias voltages, which
ranged from 2.2 V to 22.0 V. The bias voltage affects the
absolute value of the blockade current dramatically but has
essentially no effect on the rate of reduction in the pore
current during the blockade.
Based on the analysis of the effects of the ion concentration
and the bias voltage on the resolution of the DNA translocation, a model was proposed to investigate the relationship
between the current and nanopore area. We found that the
blockade current is closely related to the unoccupied nanopore
area. Because the detected signal is indeed the blockade
current, this observation is very important for the detection of
DNA translocation. Moreover, the current signal can be
amplified and the translocation time can be prolonged by
using a nanopore with a smaller diameter. However, to achieve
the single-base resolution, the method should be able to
distinguish the unoccupied nanopore area for 4 types of bases,
A, T, C and G, which is something we intend to study in
coming work.
It is clear that understanding the factors influencing the
detection of a current signal will guide the design of promising
detectors for DNA sequencing. We find that the resolution of
DNA sequence detection can be improved with the change in
the bias voltage, ion concentration, and the diameter of the
nanopores. To solve the problem that the time for DNA
translocation is too short and to achieve the resolution of
single-base detection, the diameter of a graphene nanopore
should be small but not smaller than 2.0 nm since dsDNA is
not able go through too small nanopores even in a high
electric field. A multilayer graphene nanopore could be a
promising choice to extend the translocation time of DNA
through a solid-state nanopore.

Conclusion
In this work, molecular dynamics simulations were performed
to investigate the resolution of DNA sequencing with graphene
nanopores. Firstly, the effect of KCl concentration on the
resolution was studied. The concentration of KCl is linearly
correlated to the open pore current. The key result is that the
stretch of the DNA in low KCl concentration contributes to the
increase of the current when DNA is passing through the
nanopore. The DNA moves faster when it passes through the
nanopore than when it is outside the pore, this is because a
stronger interaction exists between graphene and DNA when
DNA is outside of the nanopore. A decrease of the current is
caused by blocking the passage of KCl through the nanopore
in high KCl concentrations when the DNA is passing through
the nanopore. This decrease depends on the contributions of
DNA and KCl to the current. However, the concentration of
KCl has essentially no effect on the DNA translocation time
through the nanopore. Secondly, the influence of bias voltage
on the translocation process of a DNA molecule was evaluated.
The translocation time for a DNA molecule to pass through a
nanopore can be changed to a large extent and can be
increased significantly with the decrease of the bias voltage.
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Simulation details
System setup
The graphene sheet was in the x–y plane with the center of
mass in the origin (0, 0, 0) of the Cartesian coordinates.
Nanopores were constructed by deleting the atoms with their
coordinates satisfying x2 + y2 , R2, where R is the radius of the
graphene nanopore. Poly(A–T)45 was constructed by using the
Hyperchem software (Version 7.0, Hypercube, Inc.). The
nanopores and poly(A–T)45 were solvated in a box with
TIP3P41 water molecules and the system went through a
5000-step energy minimization. Then, KCl ions were added to
match the desired concentrations. In most cases, the water box
is 90 6 90 6 220 Å3 in the x, y and z directions, as shown in
Fig. 1.
All simulations were performed by the Gromacs program.42
DNA and KCl are modeled by the Charmm27 force field.43 All
the carbon atoms in the graphene sheet were set to be neutral.
The force field parameters of graphene were obtained with sCC
= 3.85 Å and eCC = 20.439 kJ mol21 which are values from
previously published work.44 All atoms including hydrogen
atoms were represented explicitly. The cutoff for the non-
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bonded van der Waals interaction was set by a switching
function starting at 10.0 Å and reaching zero at 12.0 Å. The
time step of 2.0 fs is used in all simulations. The Langevin
method was employed to keep the temperature at 298.0 K and
the pressure at 101.3 kPa. A bias voltage was applied in all
simulations to drive the ions and DNA passage through the
nanopores.
Analysis method
To describe the blockade current of a DNA molecule through a
nanopore and explain the phenomenon, the time-dependent
ionic current I(t) was measured as described in eqn (1),33
I(t)~

N
1 X
qi ½zi (tzDt){zi (t)
DtLz i~1

(1)

where Lz is the length of the system in the z-direction, Dt is set
to 10.0 ps, N is the total number of atoms, including DNA and
ions, and qi is the charge of atom i, respectively.
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Theoretical studies on the dynamics of DNA
fragment translocation through multilayer
graphene nanopores†
Lijun Liang,ab Zhisen Zhang,a Jiawei Shen,c Kong Zhe,d Qi Wang,*a Tao Wu,a
Hans Ågrenb and Yaoquan Tu*b
Motivated by several potential advantages over common sequencing technologies, solid-state nanopores,
in particular graphene nanopores, have recently been extensively explored as biosensor materials for DNA
sequencing. Studies carried out on monolayer graphene nanopores aiming at single-base resolution have
recently been extended to multilayer graphene (MLG) ﬁlms, indicating that MLG nanopores are superior to
their monolayer counterparts for DNA sequencing. However, the underlying dynamics and current change
in the DNA translocation to thread MLG nanopores remain poorly understood. In this paper, we report a
molecular dynamics study of DNA passing through graphene nanopores of diﬀerent layers. We show
that the DNA translocation time could be extended by increasing the graphene layers up to a moderate
number (7) under a high electric ﬁeld and that the current in DNA translocation undergoes a stepwise
change upon DNA going through an MLG nanopore. A model is built to account for the relationship
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between the current change and the unoccupied volume of the MLG nanopore. We demonstrate that
the dynamics of DNA translocation depends speciﬁcally on the interaction of nucleotides with the
graphene sheet. Thus, our study indicates that the resolution of DNA detection could be improved by
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increasing the number of graphene layers in a certain range and by modifying the surface of the
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graphene nanopores.

1. Introduction
In the presence of an external bias voltage, a DNA or RNA
molecule dispersed in a salt solution can be driven through a
nanopore, thereby interrupting the ow of the salt ions and
triggering a detectable change of the ion current which can be
used to probe the identity of the bases in the molecule.1,2 DNA
sequencing with nanopores, such as solid-state3–8 or biological
nanopores,9–11 is believed to be superior to other sequencing
technologies and has experienced an exceptionally rapid
development in recent years. For example, by using a mutant
MspA nanopore and phi29 DNA polymerase, Manrao et al. were
able to read DNA at single-nucleotide resolution.12
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An advantage of using biological nanopores is that they can
be chemically engineered through advanced molecular biology
techniques. However, the lipid membrane to x the biological
nanopores is delicately sensitive to temperature, pH and salt
concentration, which makes biological nanopore diﬃcult to
control their stability. In contrast, with established technologies, very stable and functionally useful solid-state nanopores
can be fabricated using silicon nitride,13–15 silicon oxide16,17 or
metal oxide.18 Thanks to the robustness and the ability to tune
the size and shape of the nanopores used, diﬀerent types of
nanopore have been used to sequence DNA.5 However, solidstate nanopores are typically tens of nanometers in thickness
which makes it diﬃcult to sequence DNA with low-noise
detection.19
Recently, solid-state nanopores fabricated from graphene
sheets20 have attracted intensive interest due to the unique
properties of graphene.21–24 Reading a DNA molecule at singlenucleotide resolution with a monolayer graphene nanopore has
though been hampered by the fast translocation speed of the
DNA.25 Many theoretical and experimental studies have been
carried out to solve this problem, such as those studying
decreasing temperature, decreasing applied voltage or
increasing solvent viscosity.26–29 However, such methods are
unable to change the translocation dynamics of DNA through a
nanopore. Recently, multilayer graphene (MLG) lms of less
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than 10 layers have been fabricated and tested in this respect,
and their properties were found to be superior to those of
monolayer graphene sheets.30 Kim et al. pointed out the few
layer graphene possessed low noise ratio as compared to single
layer graphene.31 Although DNA sequencing with MLG nanopores has been investigated intensively,32 the dynamics and
details of the sequencing process remain unclear.
The aim of our work is to apply Molecular Dynamics (MD)
simulations to study the atomistic details of a DNA molecule
translocation through a nanopore. MD simulations have been
successfully applied to the study of DNA translocation driven by
electric elds.33–36 In this work, we carried out MD simulations
to investigate DNA translocation through MLG nanopores. Due
to its simplicity, poly(A-T)45 was used as a model DNA fragment.
We demonstrate that the translocation time can be extended by
increasing the graphene layers to a certain range. By studying
the current change of the DNA fragment going through the MLG
nanopores, we built a model to explore the relationship between
the unoccupied volume of the nanopore and the signal current
and investigated the relationship between the translocation
speed of the nucleotides and the interaction of the nucleotides
with the graphene sheets.

2.

Computational method

2.1. System setup
Table 1 lists the systems studied in this work. For each system,
an MLG sheet was placed in the x–y plane with its center of mass
in the origin (0, 0, 0) of a Cartesian coordinate system. A
nanopore was constructed by deleting the atoms with their
coordinates satisfying x2 + y2 < D2, where D is the radius of the
graphene nanopore and was set to 1.5 nm, the bond length is
1.42 Å in multilayer graphene sheet, and the separation

Table 1

Sim1
Sim2
Sim3
Sim4
Sim5
SimD1
SimD2
SimD3
SimD4
SimD5
SimN1
SimN2
SimN3
SimN4
SimV1
SimV2
SimV3
SimV4
SimV5
a

distance is 3.4 Å between graphene sheets. Poly(A-T)45 was
constructed by using the Hyperchem soware (Version 7.0,
Hypercube, Inc). The nanopore and poly(A-T)45 were placed in a
box and solvated with 45340 TIP3P water molecules.37 The
TIP3P water model is compatible with the CHARMM force eld
which is used in this work to model the DNA fragment. The
system then underwent a 10 000-step energy minimization.
Thereaer, KCl was added to make its concentration equal to
1.0 M as in experiment38 by replacing the water molecules
randomly. The system was then subject to a 200 000-step energy
minimization. The length of the simulation box is 90 Å in the x
and y directions in all the simulations, while in the z direction
the box length changes with the number of layers of the graphene nanopore, and the box length is varied from 250 Å to 270
Å in z direction in diﬀerent simulations with diﬀerent graphene
layers. Fig. 1 shows the initial setup of the system with poly(AT)45 and a three-layer graphene nanopore.
All MD simulations were performed three times by the Gromacs program39 with a time step of 2.0 fs, and all bonds that
involve H-atoms were xed. The density in all the simulations
varied from 1.051 to 1.054 g cm3. The DNA fragment and KCl
were modeled by the Charmm27 force eld.40 All the carbon
atoms in the graphene sheets were set to be neutral. The Lennard-Jones parameters of the graphene carbon atoms were sCC
¼ 0.385 nm and 3CC ¼ 0.439 kJ mol1.36,41 Periodic boundary
condition was used in all directions. The cutoﬀ for the nonbonded van der Waals interaction was set by a switching function starting at 1.0 nm and reaching zero at 1.2 nm. The Langevin method was employed to keep the simulation
temperature at 298.0 K, and the pressure was set to 101.3 kPa in
all directions. The particle mesh Ewald summation was used to
recover the long range electrostatic interaction, with a cutoﬀ of
1.3 nm for the separation of the direct and reciprocal space

Systems studieda
Number of
atoms

Number of
layers

Temperature
(K)

Voltage
(mV nm1)

134 235
134 543
134 257
134 387
134 556
175 336
192 232
193 213
195 433
201 775
12 982
13 282
12 793
12 874
175 336
192 232
193 213
195 433
201 775

1
3
5
7
9
1
3
5
7
9
1
1
1
1
1
3
5
7
9

298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298
298

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

30
30
30
30
30

DNA
fragment

Simulation time
(ns)

Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(dA)5
Poly(dT)5
Poly(dC)5
Poly(dG)5
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45
Poly(A-T)45

10
10
10
10
10
10
5
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
50
50
50
50
50

The concentration of KCl is 1.0 M in all the simulations.
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Fig. 1 Initial setup of the system with poly(A-T)45 and a three-layer
graphene nanopore. The DNA fragment is placed above the top of the
graphene nanopore, as shown by the vdW (van der Waals) model. K+
(pink) and Cl (green) ions are shown by the CPK (Corey–Pauling–
Kortum) model. Water molecules are not shown for clarity.

summation. A bias voltage of 100 mV nm1 was applied to drive
the ions and the DNA fragment passing through the nanopores
in all the simulations. This bias voltage has the same magnitude
as that used in our previous work.36
2.2. Analysis method
To describe the blockade current of a DNA molecule through a
nanopore and to explain the phenomenon, the time-dependent
ionic current I(t) was calculated as,26
IðtÞ ¼

N
1 X
qi ½zi ðt þ DtÞ  zi ðtÞ
DtLz i¼1

(1)

Here, the resistance (Res) of the nanopores was evaluated, with
the diameter of the nanopores set to 3 nm. A series of MD
simulations were performed with the number of graphene
layers varying from 1 to 9 under the same KCl concentration (1.0
M) as used in experiments.38 Due to the applied external electric
eld, K+ and Cl ions were driven to move in opposite directions
and the average ionic current hIi was calculated from eqn (1).
The slope of the V/hIi curve was determined as the resistance of
a nanopore. Based on the experiment data,25 the resistance on
diameter 3 nm monolayer graphene nanopore should be 273.02
MU, and it is 38.2 MU in our simulation. This indicates that the
pore resistance in our simulations is lower than the experimental results. One reason is that the voltage we used is larger
than that in experiment, because a low voltage similar to those
used in experiment could require a simulation time too long to
be practical with our computational resources. Another one is
the charge distribution of graphene nanopore is not considered
in the simulations, and the force eld to describe the interaction of ions and graphene should be improved as mentioned in
others work.26 We note here that the thickness of a graphene
sheet is directly proportional to the number of graphene layers,
which is dened as L. As plotted in Fig. 2, the resistance of the
graphene nanopores depends closely on the number of graphene layers, which can be expressed as Res  L. This reects
that the open nanopore resistance of a graphene sheet is also
directly proportional to its thickness and the detected current
accordingly decreases with the increase of graphene layers. The
relationship between the current and the layers of graphene
nanopores was also discussed by Lv et al.32 They demonstrated
that the ionic current is sensitive to the number of graphene
layers, which is in accordance with our result in this work.
Because it is diﬃcult to control the thickness of a graphene
sheet experimentally, the dependence of the resistance of the
graphene sheet on its thickness remains unclear. Here, the
relationship between the open nanopore resistance and the
thickness was explored qualitatively.
The movement of K+ and Cl ions under the applied eld
contributes to the measured currents. For Sim2, the contributions of K+ and Cl ions to the current were found to be almost

where Lz is the length of the system in the z-direction, zi(t) is the
z coordinate of atom i at time t, Dt is set to 10.0 ps, N is the total
number of atoms, including those of the DNA and ions, and qi is
the charge of atom i, respectively. The interaction of a nucleotide with each graphene layer was calculated by:
Eint ¼ Egra + Enuc  Egra+nuc

(2)

where Eint is the interaction of the nucleotide with the graphene
layer, Egra, Enuc, Egra+nuc are potential energies of graphene layer,
nucleotide, and graphene with nucleotide, respectively.

3.

Results and discussion

3.1. Open nanopore resistance
In our previous work, the relationship between the diameter of a
nanopore and its open nanopore resistance was investigated.42

50496 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 50494–50502

Fig. 2 Change of the open nanopore resistance with the number of
graphene layers.
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Fig. 3 (A) Contributions of K+ and Cl to the current in Sim2. (B) MSDs
of K+ and Cl in Sim2.

the same (see Fig. 3A). To interpret the phenomenon more
deeply, the mean square displacements (MSDs) of K+ and Cl
ions in the Z direction of the Cartesian coordinate system, i.e. in
the direction of the applied eld, were calculated. As shown in
Fig. 3B, the MSDs of the two ions in the same simulation time
are almost the same.

3.2. Eﬀect of the number of graphene layers
Fig. 4 shows the change of the current with the DNA fragment
passing through the graphene nanopores of 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9
layers. As seen in the gure, the translocation time is about 0.6
 0.2, 1.9  0.8, 3.6  0.9, and 5.1  1.2 ns for the nanopores of
1, 3, 5, and 7 layers, respectively, and the translocation time for
45bp in our simulation is much faster than that in the experiment.25 One reason is the applied voltage is 100 mV nm1, and
the total voltage is 2.5 V, which is much larger than that in
experiment. The other reason is the force eld used here could
not describe the charge distribution of graphene nanopore,
which should be improved. Compared with the monolayer
graphene sheet, the translocation time was clearly prolonged.
This implies that increasing the number of graphene layers
could increase the translocation time. One of the major challenges in applying a graphene nanopore to detect a DNA
molecule is to reduce the speed at which the DNA molecule
passes through the nanopore.43 Our results thus suggest that
the translocation time of the DNA fragment can be greatly
extended by using MLG nanopores. However, if the number of
graphene layers grows large, for example more than 10 (ref. 30
and 44) the electronic structure of a graphene nanopore
approaches to the 3D limit of graphite45 and can inuence the
electric properties of the graphene nanopore and produce high
noise in the DNA sequencing. Therefore, the number of graphene layers should be less than 10. As we can see from Fig. 4,
the translocation time is almost directly proportional to the
number of graphene layers if the number varies from 1, 3, 5 and
7, while the translocation time through the 9-layer nanopore
becomes very short. As reported by others, the longer a carbon
nanotube, the deeper the potential well in the tube, and
accordingly a protein can be spontaneously encapsulated into a
longer carbon nanotube.46,47 This is also the case for a nanopore: with the increase of the thickness of a nanopore, the
potential well in the nanopore becomes deep. Thus, increasing
the number of graphene layers also means deepening the
potential well in the nanopore, leading to that the DNA quickly

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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threads to the nanopore. However, the DNA translocation time
is not related to the nanopore thickness in the experiment.25
The main reason is the diﬀerence of the electric elds applied in
the experiments and simulations. With a lower electric eld
applied in the experiments, the translocation time is greatly
extended. As seen in Fig. 4G, the translocation time of poly(AT)45 through the graphene nanopores of diﬀerent layers is
independent of the number of layers under a low electric eld
(30 mV nm1). Under such a low electric eld, the driving force
for the DNA fragment to pass through a nanopore is very small,
while the interaction of the graphene nanopore with the DNA
fragment governs the translocation time since the DNA fragment tends to adsorb onto the graphene nanopore. The sticking
time and trapping time in the graphene nanopore are so long
that the eﬀect of the graphene nanopore thickness on the
translocation time is hardly observable. Thus, the translocation
time is not related to the number of graphene nanopore layers
in the experiment. However, the sticking and trapping times are
very short under a high electric eld since the driving force is
very large. This means that the eﬀect of the graphene nanopore
thickness on the translocation time is very important under a
high electric eld (100 mV nm1) (see Fig. 4F). Thus, the
translocation time is related to the graphene nanopore thickness under a high electric eld but not a low electric eld. To
increase the translocation time and decrease the translocation
speed of a DNA molecule, the number of graphene layers should
be increased but not exceed a certain number, which is 7
according to our calculations. The average current decreases
with the increase of the number of graphene layers since the
nanopore resistance is directly proportional to the number of
graphene layers.
As shown by the blue dashed line in Fig. 4C, the current
undergoes a stepwise change upon the DNA fragment passing
through an MLG nanopore. In the rst step, the current is ca.
22.5 nA, which is the open ionic current corresponding to that
all the residues of poly(A-T)45 are outside of the nanopore. In the
second step, the current is ca. 15.1 nA, which is the blocked
current corresponding to that one layer of the nanopore is
occupied by poly(A-T)45. In the third step, the blocked current
becomes ca. 12.3 nA when 2–3 layers of the nanopore are
occupied by poly(A-T)45. In the fourth step, the blocked current
is ca. 7.6 nA when all the layers of the nanopore are occupied by
poly(A-T)45. In the last step, the current recovers to ca. 22.5 nA
since all the residues of poly(A-T)45 are outside of the nanopore.
The impact of thermal noise on DNA sequencing has been
studied by Lv's group48 with single-layer rigid or exible graphene nanopores. It seems that freezing the carbon atoms of a
graphene nanopore has essentially no eﬀect on the impact of
thermal noise. The impact of thermal noise on multilayer graphene nanopores will be the potential goal of further studies.

3.3. The theoretical model
Here, we take the 3-layer graphene nanopore as an example to
explore the dependence of the current on the unoccupied
volume of the nanopore. First, only those DNA atoms with the
distance to the nanopore less than |z| are considered to
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Fig. 4 Change of the currents with the time for the DNA fragment translocation through graphene nanopores of 1-layer (A), 3-layer (B), 5-layer
(C), 7-layer (D) and 9-layer (E) under 100 mV nm1 electric ﬁeld, respectively. Dt represents the translocation time for poly(A-T)45 to pass through
the nanopores. The blue dashed line in (C) corresponds to the current change with poly(A-T)45 translocation through the nanopore. EXIT means
that all the residues of poly(A-T)45 are outside of the nanopore and IN indicates that some segments of poly(A-T)45 are passing through the
nanopore. Change of the translocation time with the number of graphene layers under electric ﬁelds of 100 mV nm1 (F) and 30 mV nm1 (G),
respectively.
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Fig. 5 Translocation of poly(A-T)45 in the three-layer graphene
nanopore. The atoms of poly(A-T)45 captured by the nanopore (with
the distance to the pore center < 1.2 nm) are shown by the CPK model,
the graphene nanopore is shown in yellow by the vdW model, and the
ions captured by the nanopore (with the distance to the pore center <
1.2 nm) are shown in green by the vdW model: (A) lateral view; (B) top
view. (C) The black and red solid lines are the normalized current from
the theoretical model and the current from the simulation for the
SimD2 system, respectively.

inuence the movement of ions to pass through the nanopore
as described in the previous work.36 The z parameter (|z| # 1.2
nm) depends on the cutoﬀ for the non-bonded van der Waals
interaction used in the simulation. As shown in Fig. 5A and B,
the captured atoms of poly(A-T)45 occupy the nanopore and
prevent the ions from passing through it. To calculate the
normalized current, a nanopore was considered as a cylinder
and was divided into N parts of equal length in the Z direction.
As shown in Fig. S1,† we found that the model normalized
current is independent of N when N is larger than 10 for the 3layer graphene nanopore (see ESI†). Here, the 3-layer graphene
nanopore was divided into 12 parts, with each part being 0.6 Å
in thickness. The across area in each part was calculated and
the method for calculating Ai for part i is the same as that for the
monolayer graphene nanopore described in our previous
work.36 The normalized current is in direct proportion to 1/Rtotal
under the same voltage, where Rtotal is the total resistance, with
N
P
Rtotal ¼ Ri . Since Ri is directly proportional to 1/Ai2, we have
1

I ¼ V/R
Rtotal ¼

N
X

(3)
Ri

(4)

1

1
Ai 2

(5)

1
Rtotal

(6)

Ri f

Under the same voltage
If
If

1
N
X
1
2
A
i
1
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(7)

The current calculated from eqn (7) is not the current
observed in the simulation. To compare these two currents, the
current from the model was normalized by dividing the open
nanopore current which was also calculated from the model. As
shown in Fig. 5C, the changes of the normalized current accord
with that of the current in the 3-layer system with DNA fragment. This reects that the model is able to describe correctly
the current change in the DNA translocation. Since the ratio of
the blockade current to open nanopore current is considered as
the signal for distinguishing nucleotides, the change of
normalized current could be thought as the real signal current.
Thus, our model implies that a nucleotide could be distinguished with diﬀerent unoccupied nanopore volumes and the
resolution of DNA sequencing could be improved by modifying
the nanopore volumes.
The evolution of the average current corresponds to three
intervals, i.e. intervals a, b, and c. The current was blocked when
the DNA fragment entered partially into the nanopore (interval
a). With the majority of the DNA atoms entering into the
nanopore, more current was blocked (interval b). Once the
whole DNA molecule passed through the nanopore, the current
was recovered (interval c). As mentioned above, this stepwise
process was also observed with the 5-layer graphene nanopore.
The stepwise change of the current comes as the result of using
MLG nanopores. Compared with a monolayer system, an MLG
nanopore can display more details about the current change.
Therefore, increasing the thickness of a nanopore may improve
the resolution in DNA sequencing.

3.4. Dynamics of dA and dT
In view of the importance of the translocation time in DNA
sequencing, the dynamics of poly(A-T)45 was investigated. Here,
the movement of the CoM (center of mass) of the rst residue of
poly(A-T)45 in the z direction was calculated. As we can see in the
animation trajectory, the rst four or ve residues of poly(A-T)45
were unzipped before entering into the nanopore. Unzipping of
the double stranded DNA fragment upon going through a
nanopore was also observed by other researchers,8,11,49–51 and
the unzipping strand poly(dA)45 or poly(dT)45 means dA and dT
strand of the poly(A-T)45, in respectively. In Fig. 6A, the rst
residue of poly(dA)45 is denoted as dA1 and the rst residue of
poly(dT)45 is denoted as dT1, respectively. We can see that the
time interval between dA1 entering into and leaving the nanopore is almost the same as that for dT1. The time for poly(dA)45
and poly(dT)45 translocation through a nanopore of the same
number of layers was essentially the same. However, an interesting point is that our simulations showed that poly(dT)45
entered into the nanopore earlier than poly(dA)45, as reected
by the vertical green dashed line in Fig. 6. The time for the rst
residue of poly(dA)45 and poly(dT)45 passing through the identical nanopore was thus virtually the same although their
sequences are diﬀerent.
Since the DNA translocation dynamics depends on the DNA–
pore interaction, we carried out further a series of simulations
to study the adsorption of diﬀerent nucleotides on a monolayer
graphene sheet to gain insight into the DNA–pore interaction.
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Fig. 6 Time evolution of the position of the center of mass of the ﬁrst residue of poly(dA)45 (black line) and the ﬁrst residue of poly(dT)45 (red line)
in the z direction (A) 3 layers, (B) 5 layers, (C) 7 layers and (D) 9 layers. The two blue lines correspond to the upper and lower limits of the graphene
sheets in the z direction, respectively. The green line indicates the time when dT has left the nanopore while dA has not entered into it.

In the simulation, the nal state could be seen as the absorption
state of graphene with nucleotide, and they are apart in the
primary state. The enthalpy of adsorption could be seen as the
interaction energy in nal state of the simulation to minus that
of the primary state. Since the interaction energy in the primary
state are all zero in all systems, the value of interaction energy in
the nal state could be seen as the enthalpy of adsorption. As
shown in Fig. 7, the interactions of the graphene with poly(dT)5
and poly(dA)5 are ca. 500 and 800 kJ mol1, respectively, which
means that the interaction of poly(dA)5 with the graphene sheet
is much stronger than of poly(dT)5. The strong interaction of
poly(dA)5 with the graphene sheet leads to that the time of
poly(dA)5 sticking to the graphene nanopore becomes much

longer than that of poly(dT)5 and thus explains why poly(dA)45
enters into the nanopore later than poly(dT)45. Therefore, the
translocation time can be diﬀerent for nucleotides with
distinctive nucleotide–pore interactions. The interactions of dC
and dT with the graphene sheet are almost the same, leading to
poor resolution of dC and dT in the DNA sequencing, which is
consistent with the results of Qiu et al.52 The interaction
between dG and the graphene sheet is the largest, in accordance
with the result of Zhao's et al.53 The interaction of nucleotides
with a graphene nanopore can be of crucial importance in
distinguishing the nucleotides, and the resolution of DNA
detection could therefore be improved by modifying the graphene nanopore surface.

4. Conclusion

Interaction energy of diﬀerent nucleotides with the monolayer
graphene.

Fig. 7

50500 | RSC Adv., 2014, 4, 50494–50502

In this work we carried out molecular dynamics simulations to
investigate the DNA translocation process through multi-layer
graphene (MLG) nanopores. In particular, we addressed the
importance of the dynamics and current change in DNA
translocation to thread MLG nanopores, which so far have not
received a detailed analysis. We found that the open nanopore
resistance is directly proportional to the nanopore length. The
contribution of K+ ions to the current was almost the same as
that of Cl. The translocation time increases with the increase
of the number of graphene layers under a high electric eld and
reaches a maximum at a few layers (7), but decreases thereaer.
This behavior was associated with the potential well in the
nanopore. Based on the analysis of the DNA translocation
through MLG nanopores, a model was constructed to explore
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the relationship between the current and the unoccupied
volume of the nanopores. It was demonstrated that the
blockade current is closely related to the unoccupied volume of
the nanopores. We found that the ionic current underwent a
stepwise change with the DNA passing through an MLG nanopore. Our study showed that the stepwise current came as the
result of the increase of the nanopore thickness, meaning that
the resolution could be improved by increasing the thickness of
the nanopore to a certain range. We also found that due to the
diﬀerence in the interaction between the nucleotides and the
graphene sheet, the translocation process of poly(dT)45 was
earlier than that of poly(dA)45 under the same conditions. Our
work indicates that the interaction of the nucleotides with the
graphene nanopore is of crucial importance in improving the
discrimination of the nucleotides and that the resolution of
DNA sequencing could be improved by modifying the nanopore
surface. It could be helpful to applied graphene as a promising
biosensor material for DNA sequencing.
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ABSTRACT: In this Letter we assess the eﬀect of graphene nanopore
geometries on DNA sequencing by considering DNA fragments including A, T, C, G, and 5-methylcytosine (MC) pulled out of graphene
nanopores of diﬀerent geometries with diameters down to ∼1 nm.
Using steered molecular dynamics simulations it is demonstrated that
the bases (A, T, C, G, and MC) can be indentiﬁed at single-base resolution through the characteristic peaks on the force proﬁle in a circular
graphene nanopore but not in nanopores with other asymmetric
geometries. Our study suggests that the graphene nanopore surface
should be modiﬁed as symmetrically as possible in order to sequence
DNA by atomic force microscopy or optical tweezers.
SECTION: Physical Processes in Nanomaterials and Nanostructures

■

measuring the blocked current,14−19 which has increasingly
been used in DNA detection in recent years.20−22 However,
compared with traditional thick solid-state nanopores, graphene
nanopores with diameter down to ∼5 nm in experiments
(or ∼2 nm in simulations) have not achieved current signals
with appropriate resolution for nucleotide identiﬁcation.18,21
Up to now, the eﬀect of pore geometries on DNA translocation
through graphene nanopores remains unclear.
In this Letter, we report studies on the eﬀect of graphene nanopore geometries on DNA sequencing, using all-atom steered
molecular dynamics (SMD) simulations and thereby extending
earlier studies of DNA detection with nanopores using this
technique.23,24 As shown in Figure 1A, an ssDNA molecule
translocates through a graphene nanopore in a ratchet-like way
when it is pulled through the pore. By characterizing the force
proﬁle acting on the ssDNA, we are able to distinguish the
nucleotides and 5-methylcytosine (MC, a methylated form of
cytosine that may be involved in the regulation of gene
transcription) passing through a circular nanopore with the
diameter of ∼1 nm.
System Setup. A graphene sheet was placed in the x−y
plane with the center of mass in the Cartesian coordinate
origin (0, 0, 0). A circular nanopore was constructed by

INTRODUCTION
DNA sequencing with nanopores has attracted much attention
ever since DNA translocation through the biological nanopore
α-hemolysin was ﬁrst demonstrated.1 In nanopore DNA
sequencing, a negatively charged DNA molecule is electrophoretically driven though the nanopore and its sequence is
read oﬀ through measuring the reduction of the ion current
during the DNA translocation through the pore. Such DNA
sequencing with nanopores provides a promising technology
for cheap and fast DNA sequencing free of enzyme-dependent
ampliﬁcation and ﬂuorescent labeling steps.2,3
While both biological and solid-state nanopores can be used
for DNA sequencing, the latter technique4 oﬀers a number of
advantages, such as superior mechanical properties,5,6 multiplex
detection,7 and high stability to complex environments.8 Signiﬁcant progress has been made in DNA sequencing with solidstate nanopores.9−11 However, conventional nanopores are of
several nanometers in thick and, as a result, they are occupied
by many DNA bases during the sequencing, making it diﬃcult
to detect a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecule at singlebase resolution.
It has been demonstrated that nanopores fabricated from
graphene sheets can be made extremely thin, even one-atomthick,12 and structurally robust,13 something that has opened a
new chapter in DNA sequencing with nanopores with a resultion that allow identiﬁcation of single nucleotides. DNA
translocation through a nanopore can be recognized by
© 2014 American Chemical Society
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Figure 1. Scheme of the ssDNA sequencing with a graphene nanopore
in SMD simulations. A harmonic string with force constant k is attached
to the ssDNA and is pulled at a constant velocity V. The red area shows
the diﬀerence between 5-methylcytosine (MC) and cytosine (C).

deleting the atoms with their coordinates satisfying x2 + y2 < R2,
where R is the radius of the graphene nanopore. Nanopores
of diﬀerent geometries but with the same area as the circular
nanopore, including rhombic, square, triangle pores (see
Figure 2 and Figure S1) were constructed. A model ssDNA molecule with sequence CCMC MCTT AAGG was constructed by
using the Hyperchem software (Version 7.0, Hypercube, Inc.).
Each system consists of an ssDNA molecule and a graphene
nanopore of speciﬁc geometry with water molecules. All simulations were performed using the GROMACS 4.5.2 package. The
DNA was modeled by the CHARMM27 force ﬁeld. All the
carbon atoms in the graphene sheet were set to be neutral
with the Lennard-Jones parameters σCC = 3.85 Å and εCC =
−0.439 kcal/mol.25,26 All atoms including hydrogen atoms were
represented explicitly. The cutoﬀ for the nonbonded van der
Waals interaction was set by a switching function starting at
10.0 Å and reaching zero at 12.0 Å. The time step of 2.0 fs is
used in all the simulations with the bonds involving H atoms
kept ﬁxed. The Langevin method was employed to maintain the
temperature at 298.0 K and the pressure at 101.3 kPa.
For each system, the model DNA was initially placed close to
a nanopore of particular geometry and was solvated in a box of
50 × 47 × 180 Å3 with TIP3P water molecules. The system
then underwent a 5000-step energy minimization before the

Figure 3. Conformations of the ssDNA with diﬀerent nucleotides
passing through the circular graphene nanopore in the SMD simulation (b, c, d, e, f, g) and the evolution of the corresponding RMSD
value for each nucleotide and the Center-of-Mass (CoM) of the
ssDNA (a). The green dashed line is the time at which a nucleotide
starts to pass through the nanopore.

SMD simulation. In the SMD simulation, a harmonic spring
with elastic coeﬃcient of 6000 kJ/(mol nm2) was attached to
the center of mass (CoM) of the ﬁrst nucleotide of the ssDNA
molecule and was pulled through the graphene nanopore at a
velocity of 2 nm/ns.23 In order to increase the accuracy, the
SMD simulation was repeated four times for each system.

Figure 2. Graphene nanopores of diﬀerent geometries. Shown in the ﬁgures are a circular nanopore (a) and a rhombic nanopore (b). r is the radius
of the circular nanopore. sa is the short axis and la is the long axis of the rhombic nanopore.
1603
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Figure 4. Force proﬁles when the ssDNA is pulled through the circular graphene nanopores (a) and the rhombic graphene nanopore (b). The force
peak values for diﬀerent nucleotides are extracted from the force proﬁles and are shown for the circular nanopre (c) and the rhombic nanopore (d).

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The process of the ssDNA (CCMC MCCC TTAAG)
translocation through the circular graphene nanopore is
shown in Figure 3. Four basic nucleotides (A, T, C, G) and
5-methylcytosine (MC) were found to translocate through the
nanopore in a similar way, with the translocation process
exhibiting a base-by-base ratcheting fashion. This phenomenon
has been observed and studied by many groups.27,28 Luan et al.
pointed out that the ratcheting motion could potentially
enhance the signal-to-noise ratio for DNA sensing. In this
“ratcheting” motion, the ssDNA translocation could be
signiﬁcantly slowed down, and the DNA detection time could
be extended accordingly.
We note that MC passes through the nanopore in the same
way as the other basic nucleotides, which means that MC can
be identiﬁed with the ∼1 nm graphene nanopore. The force
peak value can be read base-by-base on the force curve as a
function of pulling time. The changes of the root-mean-square
deviation (RMSD) value of each nucleotide and the center of
mass (CoM) of the ssDNA in the pulling process are shown in
Figure 3a. Due to the ratcheting motion, the CoM demonstrates a stepwise change in the pulling process. As can be seen
from the change of the RMSD values, each nucleotide threading the nanopore undergoes a signiﬁcant conformational
change. The angle between the base plane and that of the
graphene nanopore changes signiﬁcantly in order to facilitate
the base to pass through the nanopore since the diameter of the
nanopore was only ∼1 nm.
We used SMD simulations to study how the model DNA
with the sequence CCMC MCCCT TAAG was read oﬀ by

graphene nanopores of diﬀerent geometries. As shown in
Figure 4 and Figure S2 (Supporting Information), there are 11
force peaks in the DNA translocation through a graphene
nanopore of a particular geometry. This implies that each
nucleotide through a graphene nanopore can be read oﬀ from
the force proﬁle directly. With the circular graphene nanopore,
the characteristic peaks for the two pyrimidine bases (C and T)
are lower than those of the purine bases (A and G). We attribute this diﬀerence in the characteristic peaks to the nucleotide
geometries - the pyrimidine bases have six-membered rings
composed of four carbon atoms and two nitrogen atoms,
whereas the purine bases are ﬁve- and six-membered
heterocyclic compounds. This makes the volume of the purine
bases much larger than that of the pyrimidine bases and leads to
the observed diﬀerence in the characteristic peaks when the
ssDNA threads the nanopore. In the same way, the volume of
MC is larger than C since the hydrogen atom in C is mutated
into the methyl group. Thus, the peak value of MC is larger
than C. The force peak values averaged over the same nucleotides from the four simulations were calculated and are shown
in Figure 4 and Figure S3 as well. The force peaks of C, T, A, G
are 3.63 ± 0.32 nN, 4.05 ± 0.32 nN, 5.06 ± 0.26 nN, and
5.47 ± 0.15 nN, respectively. We can see that the peak forces
can be distinguished from one another for A, G, C, T and MC
with the circular graphene nanopore. To better identify each
nucleotide, the pulling process was simulated more times. As
seen in Figure S5, the force peaks of C, T, A, G are 3.53 ±
0.23 nN, 3.85 ± 0.26 nN, 4.96 ± 0.31 nN, and 5.57 ± 0.18 nN,
respectively, when they were averaged over 10 trajectories. This
indicates that the error bars of the characteristic force peaks can
1604
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Figure 5. Illustration of nucleotides passing through the circular graphene nanopore (a−b) and the rhombic graphene nanopore (c−d). In the
circular nanopore, there is only a small diﬀerence in the force curves for the same nucleotides to be pulled through the in diﬀerent directions (a and
b) since the pore is axisymmetric. In contrast, a signiﬁcant diﬀerence in the force curves can occur for the same nucleotides being pulled through the
rhombic nanopore in diﬀerent directions; (c) from the sa direction of the rhombic nanopore; (d) from the la direction of the rhombic nanopore.

change, the ssDNA can thread the nanopore in diﬀerent
orientations.14 Thus, as shown in Figure 4d, the error bar of the
force peak value in the rhombic nanopore is very large, which
makes it impossible to read the DNA sequence accurately in
that case. On the other hand, the circular nanopore is axisymmetric, and thus the force peak of a base through it is almost
orientation independent, leading to that the error bar is
relatively small. As some studies have pointed out, DNA
sequencing is very sensitive to the orientation of a nucleotide in
a pore with certain geometry.14,15,29 Our study demonstrates
that the orientation of a nucleotide is much more sensitive to
an asymmetric nanopore than to an axisymmetric nanopore.
In summary, we have studied DNA translocation dynamics in
graphene nanopores of diﬀerent geometries by steered
molecular dynamics simulations. We found that the ssDNA
passes through the nanopores with an area of ∼0.785 nm2 in a
ratchet-like, base-by-base fashion, which is sequence speciﬁc.
While bases bound together with phosphoester can always
thread a graphene nanopore of speciﬁc geometry we ﬁnd in our
simulations that the four basic nucleotides (A, T, C, G) and
5-methylcytosine can be identiﬁed by the characteristic peaks
on the force proﬁle only with circular graphene nanopores
within a certain range of diameters. The force peak follows
G > A > MC > T > C and is dependent on the geometry of the
base, which means that bases of diﬀerent geometries could be
identiﬁed with this method. In addition, the identiﬁcation of
bases can be improved by repeating the SMD more times. To
thread small nanopores such as those studied in this work, the

be decreased by simulating the pulling process more times, and
that the bases can be identiﬁed better accordingly.
As we can see from Figure 4b and Figure S2, the peak forces
are not the same even for the same nucleotides in the graphene
nanopores other than the circular one. Taking the rhomboid as
an example, the force peak value is ca. 6.0 nN for the ﬁrst C but
is ca. 4.1 nN for the second. As a result, the error bar for the
averaged peak forces as indicated in Figure 4d is very large (ca.
0.9 nN). As seen in Figure S2a, the peak force values for
diﬀerent nucleotides are almost the same in the triangular
nanopore. Compared with the circular nanopore, the eﬀective
area of the triangular nanopore for the ssDNA to pass through
is much smaller, leading to that it is diﬃcult for all the bases to
pass through the nanopore. Thus, neither the rhombic nor the
triangular graphene nanopore is able to discriminate the
nucleotides. The ratcheting-fashion could increase the characteristic peaks, and thus improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
However, it could not guarantee the nucleotides to be identiﬁed
clearly.
As illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure S4, the direction of the
phosphodiester bond to a single nucleotide can be considered
as the translocation direction of the nucleotide. The fact that
the conformation of the nucleotide with phosphodiester bond
is long and narrow makes it is much easier for the nucleotide to
pass through the nanopore along the la direction than along the
sa direction. Accordingly, the force value is much smaller when
the single nucleotide is pulled through the nanopore along the
la direction. Due to the thermal ﬂuctuation and conformational
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conformation of the base needs to change substantially. The
eﬀective area of a nanopore for the ssDNA to pass through is
also an important factor. Our simulations also reveal that the
force peak could change with the orientation of a nucleotide
passing through the nanopore with a sensitivity that is much
larger for an asymmetric nanopore than for an axisymmetric
nanopore. Our simulations thus suggest that an axisymmetric
nanopore is better suited to DNA sequencing via force proﬁles
than an asymmetric nanopore and that the graphene nanopore
surface should be modiﬁed to become as axisymmetric as
possible in order to utilize atomic force microscopy or optical
tweezing for DNA sequencing.
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Abstract
To improve the resolution of DNA sequence, the method needs to be supplied besides the
signal of blockade current. In this paper, we report our work of using molecular dynamics
simulation to study the dependence of DNA sequencing on the translocation time of DNA
through a graphene nanopore, using the single strand DNA fragment translocation through
graphene nanopores with diameters down to ~2nm as examples. We find that A, T, C, and G
can be identified by the difference in the translocation time between different types of
nucleotides through the 2 nm graphene nanopore. In particular, the recognition of the
graphene nanopore to different nucleotides can be greatly enhanced in a low electric field.
Our study suggests that the recognition of a graphene nanopore to different nucleotides is the
key factor to sequencing DNA by translocation time. Our study also implies that the surface
of a graphene nanopore can be modified to increase the recognition to nucleotides or to
improve the resolution of DNA sequencing based on the DNA translocation time.

1. Introduction
DNA sequencing with nanopores has attracted much attention since DNA translocation
through the biological nanopore α-hemolysin was first demonstrated.1 In nanopore sequencing,
a negatively charged biological molecule such as DNA2 or RNA3 is electrophoretically driven
through a nanopore and its sequence is read off directly by measuring the reduction of the ion
current during its translocation through the pore. This provides a promising technology for
low-cost and high-throughput DNA sequencing which is free of fluorescent labeling and
enzyme-dependent amplification steps.4,5
It has been reported that DNA sequencing with single-nucleotide resolution could be
achieved by a mutant MspA nanopore with phi29 DNA polymerase. This represents a great
progress in DNA sequencing with nanopores.6 However, the harsh environment for the lipid
membrane used for supporting the biological nanopore has limited its further development.
On the other hand, solid-state nanopores offer a number of advantages compared with the
biological nanopores, such as superior mechanical properties,7,

8

multiplex detection,9 and

high stability to complex environments.10 In recent years, a significant progress has been
made in DNA sequencing with solid-state nanopores.2, 11, 12 However, conventional nanopores
made from silicon nitride,13 aluminum oxide,14 and silicon oxide,15 are of several nanometers
in thickness. As a result, a nanopore is occupied by many DNA bases at the same time in
sequencing, which makes it difficult to detect a single stranded DNA (ssDNA) molecule at
single-base resolution. This reflects that the resolution of DNA sequencing with solid state
nanopores needs to be improved. A number of experiments and theoretical studies have been
carried out to improve the resolution of DNA sequencing.16-21 For example, a sub-2nm

nanopore was used in DNA sequencing by Wu’s22 and Wang’s Groups23, where the force
peak was considered as an effective index to distinguish DNA nucleotides by simulating the
stretching process of a DNA molecule through the graphene nanopore. Dekker et. al pointed
out that the resolution of DNA sequencing could be improved and the translocation time
could be decreased by tailoring the hydrophobicity of graphene nanopores.24 These studies
greatly enhanced our understanding of DNA sequencing and paved a way to improve the
resolution of DNA sequencing with solid-state nanopores. However, the error rate of DNA
sequencing with solid-state nanopores is still too high for real life applications and other ways
for reducing the error rate for DNA sequencing with nanopores need to be developed.

Graphene nanopores have been investigated in DNA sequencing due to their single-atom
thickness and unique mechanic properties. They have been used widely in DNA detection in
recent years25-27. In this work, single molecule sequencing with graphene nanopores to
identify four bases was investigated by molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. Table 1 lists all
the MD simulations we performed in various conditions. As shown in Fig.1, an ssDNA
molecule was observed translocating through a graphene nanopore under a certain electric
field and the translocation time was calculated to distinguish different types of bases. In this
figure, the starting time t1 is defined as the time when the first atom of the DNA molecule
starts to enter into the nanopore and the end time t2 is defined as the time when the DNA
molecule exit the nanopore completely. The time interval between t1 and t2 is defined as the
DNA translocation time. By characterizing the profile of the translocation time for the DNA
passing through graphene nanopores of different diameters under various applied electric
fields, we are able to distinguish the nucleotides of the DNA.

Fig.1. Initial structure of a system with an ssDNA and a graphene nanopore. K+ ions are in
blue and Cl- ions in red. The water molecules are not shown for clarity.

2. Simulation details
System setup
To construct a graphene nanopore, the graphene sheet was set in the x-y plane with its
center of mass in the origin (0, 0, 0) of the Cartesian coordinate, and the atoms with their
coordinates satisfying x2 + y2 < r2 were deleted, where r is the radius of the graphene
nanopore. ssDNA fragments with different nucleotide compositions (as shown in Table 1)
were constructed by using the Hyperchem software (Version 7.0, Hypercube, Inc). Each
system, which consists of a nanopore and an ssDNA fragment, was solvated in a box of
TIP3P28 water molecules and underwent a 50000-step energy minimization. 14 K+ were added
into the system as counterions. Then, KCl ions were added into the box to match the same
concentration as used in experiment29. The DNA and KCl were modeled by the CHARMM27
force field30 and all the carbon atoms in the graphene sheet were set to be neutral. The force
field parameters for graphene were obtained from our previous work, with σCC = 0.385 nm and
εCC = -0.439 kcal/mol.31,
program.

33

32

All simulations were performed by the GROMACS 4.5.2

The periodic boundary condition was applied to model the infinite graphene

nanopore and the particle mesh Ewald summation was used to recover the long range
electrostatic interaction, with a cutoff of 1.3 nm for the separation of the direct and reciprocal
space summations. All atoms including hydrogen atoms were represented explicitly and the
lengths of the bonds containing hydrogen atoms were fixed. The cutoff for the non-bonded
van der Waals interaction was set by a switching function starting at 1.0 nm and reaching zero
at 1.2 nm. The time step is 2 fs. The Langevin method was employed to keep the temperature
at 298 K with the pressure set at 101.3 kPa. Different bias voltages were applied in the
simulations to drive the ions and ssDNA passing through the nanopores.

Analysis method
To describe the blockade current of a DNA molecule passing through a nanopore and to
understand the phenomenon, the time-dependent ionic current I(t) was calculated as,17

I (t ) 
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 q [z (t  t
i 1

i

i

int

)  zi (t )]

(1)

where Lz is the length of the system in the z-direction, tint is set to 10 ps, N is the total number
of atoms, including those of the DNA and ions, and qi is the charge of atom i, respectively.
The translocation time Δttl of a DNA fragment through a nanopore was calculated as
Δttl = t2 – t1

(2)

where t1 is the time when the first atom of the DNA fragment enters into the nanopore and t2
is the time when the DNA fragment exits the nanopore completely. The average blockade
current for the DNA fragment to pass through the nanopore was calculated by

<I> = I total / Δttl, where I total 

t2

 I(t )
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Table 1. Simulated systems*
Number of
atoms

Electric
field
(mv/nm)

Diameter of the
pore (nm)

KCl Concentration
(M)

DNA (bp)

Time(ns)

SimIA1

41,564

100

1.6

1.0

poly(A)15

50

SimIT1

41,246

100

1.6

1.0

poly(T)15

50

SimIC1

41,504

100

1.6

1.0

poly(C)15

50

SimIG1

41,335

100

1.6

1.0

poly(G)15

50

SimIA2

41,564

200

1.6

1.0

poly(A)15

50

SimIT2

41,246

200

1.6

1.0

poly(T)15

50

SimIC2

41,504

200

1.6

1.0

poly(C)15

50

SimIG2

41,335

200

1.6

1.0

poly(G)15

50

SimIA3

41,564

400

1.6

1.0

poly(A)15

50

SimIT3

41,246

400

1.6

1.0

poly(T)15

50

SimIC3

41,504

400

1.6

1.0

poly(C)15

50

SimIG3

41,335

400

1.6

1.0

poly(G)15

50

SimIA4

41,564

600

1.6

1.0

poly(A)15

50

SimIT4

41,246

600

1.6

1.0

poly(T)15

50

SimIC4

41,504

600

1.6

1.0

poly(C)15

50

SimIG4

41,335

600

1.6

1.0

poly(G)15

50

SimIA5

41,735

100

2.0

1.0

poly(A)15

30

SimIT5

42,705

100

2.0

1.0

poly(T)15

30

SimIC5

42,713

100

2.0

1.0

poly(C)15

30

SimIG5

41,938

100

2.0

1.0

poly(G)15

30

SimIA6

41,735

200

2.0

1.0

poly(A)15

10

SimIT6

42,705

200

2.0

1.0

poly(T)15

10

SimIC6

42,713

200

2.0

1.0

poly(C)15

10

SimIG6

41,938

200

2.0

1.0

poly(G)15

10

SimIA7

41,735

400

2.0

1.0

poly(A)15

10

SimIT7

42,705

400

2.0

1.0

poly(T)15

10

SimIC7

42,713

400

2.0

1.0

poly(C)15

10

SimIG7

41,938

400

2.0

1.0

poly(G)15

10

SimIA8

41,735

600

2.0

1.0

poly(A)15

10

SimIT8

42,705

600

2.0

1.0

poly(T)15

10

SimIC8

42,713

600

2.0

1.0

poly(C)15

10

SimIG8

41,938

600

2.0

1.0

poly(G)15

10

SimIA9

41,735

50

2.0

1.0

poly(A)15

50

SimIT9

42,705

50

2.0

1.0

poly(T)15

50

SimIC9

42,713

50

2.0

1.0

poly(C)15

50

SimIG9

41,938

50

2.0

1.0

poly(G)15

50

SimA5

42,831

100

2.0

0.0

poly(A)15

30

SimT5

43,961

100

2.0

0.0

poly(T)15

30

SimC5

43,921

100

2.0

0.0

poly(C)15

30

SimG5

43,105

100

2.0

0.0

poly(G)15

30

*Sim represents simulation; I means that KCl ions were added to the system in the simulation;
A, T, C and G represent the type of nucleotides.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Effect of graphene diameter on DNA translocation
With the graphene nanopore of 1.6nm in diameter, the translocation time for the
nucleotides is rather long. Of poly(A)15, poly(T)15, poly(C)15 and poly(G)15, none was
observed to translocate through the nanopore completely in our simulations carried out for 50
ns under the electric field from 100mv/nm to 600mv/nm (SimIA1-SimIG4 in Table 1). The
reason is that the diameter of ssDNA (~ 1.1nm) is almost comparable to that of the
nanopore(1.6nm), which makes it difficult for the DNA to pass through completely in the
limited simulation time due to the steric effect. Based on our previous work,21 a large
graphene nanopore can facilitate the translocation of ssDNA but decrease the identification at
single nucleotide resolution. To achieve a balance between simulation time and resolution, a
2.0nm graphene nanopore was selected for sequencing the DNA in our simulations. We found
that poly(A)15, poly(T)15, poly(C)15, and poly(G)15 can translocate through the nanopore under
the electric field of 100mv/nm (SimIA5-SimIG5 in Table 1) within 30 ns. The averaged
blockade currents during the translocation of different nucleotides were calculated from the
simulations (SimIA5-SimIG5 in Table 1), as shown in Fig.2. One can see that the order of the
averaged blockade currents is T < C < A < G. Compared with the experimental order T < G<
C<A, the order of T, C, A is in accordance with the experiment one6, with the exception that
the blockade of G is much smaller than A in the experiment; however, the error rate in the
experiment is always with the high blockade current of G which means the blockade current
for G is not so stable. The results shows us our simulation could be used to descirbe the
process of DNA thanslocation. The reason of blockade of G is much bigger than that in
experiment is that the applied electric field (100mv/nm) in these simulations is much larger
than that in experiments, which makes it difficult to distinguish the blockade currents between
A and G. Our results show that T and G can be identified from the blockade current very
clearly since the blockade current for T is much smaller than that for G, which has been also
observed experimentally.6, 34 However, the difference in the blockade current between A and
C is too small to be distinguishable with the 2 nm graphene nanopore. Another interesting
phenomenon is that all the nucleotides tend to adsorb on the graphene nanopore surface after
translocation. This observation has also been confirmed by the experimental and theoretical
works.17, 24

Average Blockade Current /nA

16

A

T

C

G

12

8

4

0

Fig. 2. The averaged blockade currents of different nucleotides poly(A)15, poly(T)15, poly(C)15,
and poly(G)15 in the 2 nm graphene nanopore under the electric field of 100mv/nm.
3.2 Effect of electric fields on DNA translocation
Here, we investigate the effect of electric fields on DNA translocation time. Poly(A)15,
poly(T)15, poly(C)15 and poly(D)15 were driven to pass through the 2 nm graphene nanopore
by a series of electric fields ranging from 100mv/nm to 600mv/nm. Under the electric field of
600 mv/nm, the dynamics of poly(A)15 is rather different from that under the field of
100mv/nm. The applied electric field of 600mv/nm is so high that the bases went through the
nanopores instantaneously. Therefore, the ratio of signal to noise decreased since two or more
bases occupied the nanopore at the same time. This observation indicates that a high electric
field is not appropriate for DNA sequencing with graphene nanopores because the field can
increase the noise and decrease the resolution of DNA detection. To understand the effect of
electric fields on the DNA translocation, the translocation time for different polynucleotides
to pass through the graphene nanopore under various electric fields was calculated. As shown
in Fig. 3, the translocation times for different nucleotides are almost the same when the
electric field is higher than 100mv/nm, reflecting that the translocation times of the
nucleotides can hardly be distinguished with the 2nm graphene nanopore under a high electric
field. Based on the Newton’s equation, the entire movement of the DNA fragment can be
calculated as follows:

F 
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i n

i 1
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E
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where Δf(t) is the total force on the DNA fragment due to graphene atoms, water molecules
and ions, which is time dependent. Under a high electric field, Δf(t) can be ignored. The
acceleration a can be estimated by Eq.(6) and the translocation time can be expressed by
Eq.(7) where L is the length of the DNA fragment. Thus, for a certain DNA fragment, the
translocation time is only related to the electric field as expressed in Eq. (8), where A is the
parameter.
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As shown in Fig. 3(b), the curves obtained from fitting to Eq.(8) are in good agreement with
the translocation times from the simulations, especially under the higher electric fields. This
verifies that the interactions between the bases and other components, such as ions and the
graphene nanopore, can be ignored under a high electric field, which is also the reason why
the translocation times for different bases are almost the same under the electric field.
To distinguish different bases of ssDNA by the translocation time, a lower electric field of
50mv/nm was applied in the simulations with the 2 nm graphene nanopore. The translocation
times of poly(G)15, poly(C)15, poly(A)15, and poly(T)15 in the nanopore are 13.2 ± 0.8 ns, 10.1
± 0.6 ns, 4.8 ± 0.2 ns and 3.2 ± 0.1 ns, respectively, as shown in Fig.4. The translocation time
for poly(G)15 is ca.13.2ns in the electric field of 50mv/nm, and is ca. 6.4ns in 100mv/nm.
With a much lower electric field, the translocation time for all types of nucleotides is
extended. This means that the translocation speed can be decreased with a low electric field,
which is in consistence with the results from our previous work21 and the experimental work
from other groups27. In addition, the gaps between the translocation times of four types of
nucleotides are much larger in 50mv/nm than those in 100mv/nm. The gap between the
translocation times of poly(G)15 and poly(A)15 is ca. 3.1ns in the electric field of 50mv/nm,
and is ca. 1.9ns in 100mv/nm. This means that a single nucleotide can be identified easily in
the electric field of 50mv/nm. As displayed in Fig.4. The order of the translocation times for
the four nucleotides is poly(G)15 > poly(C)15 > poly(T)15 > poly(A)15, which is in accordance
with the results from Derrington’s experiments with the biological MspA nanopore.35 These
results clearly show that under a low electric field it is possible to distinguish the four bases
from the translocation times with a 2nm graphene nanopore. However, it is also very
important that the applied electric field should not be too low for a DNA fragment to pass
through the nanopore since the interaction between the DNA fragment and graphene
nanopore is very strong17, 36.
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Fig.4 The translocation times of poly(G)15, poly(C)15, poly(A)15, and poly(T)15 through the 2
nm graphene nanopore with 1M KCl. The applied electric field is 50mv/nm.

3.3 Effect of ions
The radial distribution functions (RDF) of K+ around each polynucleotide in the sequencing
with the 2nm graphene nanopore and 100mv/nm electric field was calculated to investigate
the effect of ions on the ssDNA translocation. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the first three peaks in
the K+-poly(G)15 RDF are much higher than those in the RDFs of K+-poly(A)15, K+-poly(C)15,

K+-poly(T)15. Meanwhile, the second peak of the K+-poly(A)15 RDF is much higher than that
in the K+-poly(C)15 and K+-poly(T)15 RDFs. Therefore, the coordination number of K+ ions
around poly(G)15 is always larger than that around the other three polynucleotides. The more
K+ ions close to poly(G)15, the larger the hydration of the base, making dehydration of the
base difficult. This can extend the translocation time of the polynucleotide.

Increase in the hydration of the polynucleotide poly(G)15 can decrease the hydrophobic
interaction between the base and the graphene nanopore and facilitate the desorption process
of the polynucleotide from the nanopore. The translocation time of the polynucleotide will
decrease with the acceleration of its desorption process. Therefore, the translocation time of
the polynucleotide is the resultant of the dehydration effect and the desorption process, which
can be affected by the hydration of ions. To study in detail the effect of K+ ions on the DNA
translocation, systems (SimA5-SimG5) without KCl ions but only with 14 K + ions as
counterions were simulated under the same condition as for SimIA5-SimG5. Fig.6 shows that
without KCl, the translocation times for poly(A)15, poly(T)15, poly(C)15, and poly(G)15 are
12.1 ± 1.2 ns, 10.1 ± 0.9 ns, 10.5 ± 0.8 ns, and 12.5 ± 1.1 ns respectively. We note that with
1M KCl, the corresponding values are 4.8 ± 0.2 ns, 3.2 ± 0.1 ns, 10.1 ± 0.6 ns, and 13.2 ± 0.8
ns. This indicates that in the absence of KCl, the difference in the translocation time between
different polynucleotides is much smaller than that in the presence of 1M KCl ions. Without
KCl, the translocation times of poly(A)15 and poly(T)15 are much longer than those with 1M
KCl. In accordance with Luo’s results37, the translocation time of poly(A)15 is greatly
prolonged in the absence of KCl ions. The reason is probably that the hydration of the ssDNA
in the absence of K+ is much weaker than in the presence of K+ ions so that the hydrophobic
graphene nanopore has a much stronger interaction with the ssDNA in the solution.

Compared with the dehydration effect of the polynucleotide poly(G)15, increase in the
interaction between the polynucleotide and nanopore may have a much larger influence on the
translocation time and thus likely prolong greatly the translocation times of poly(A)15 and
poly(T)15. However, the translocation time of poly(C)15 through the graphene nanopore in the
absence of KCl ions is almost as same as that in the presence of 1M KCl. In the absence of
KCl, the translocation time of poly(G)15 changes a little. For these two polynucleotides, the
dehydration and desorption effects may cancel each other in the solution without KCl ions.
Thus, our studies indicate that in the absence of KCl, the difference in the translocation time
between different polynucleotides is much smaller than that in 1M KCl solution, meaning that
under a given electric field, the resolution of ssDNA sequencing decreases greatly in the
solution without KCl ions.
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Fig.6 The translocation times of poly(G)15, poly(C)15, poly(A)15, and poly(T)15 through the 2
nm graphene nanopore in the absence of KCl. The applied electric field was 50mv/nm.

4. Conclusion
In this work, the translocation time of ssDNA through graphene nanopores was
investigated by MD simulations. We find that with a graphene nanopore of appropriate
diameter, such as 2nm, the resolution of DNA sequencing can be improved greatly and A, T,
C, and G can be identified by their characteristic translocation times. The recognition of a
graphene nanopore to different nucleotides can be improved significantly by applying a low
electric field. Since the applied field in experiment is much lower than in our simulations, our
results provide a possible way to increase the resolution of DNA sequencing, which is based
on the translocation time of DNA. Moreover, ion effects were found to be very important to

the resolution of DNA detection. As the interaction between a graphene nanopore and a
polynucleotide can affect the translocation time of the polynucleotide through the nanopore, it
is possible to adjust the translocation time by modifying the nanopore surface. Our future
work will focus on the influence of graphene nanopore modification on the resolution of
DNA sequencing.
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Because biological ionic channels play a key role in cellular transport phenomena, they have attracted
extensive research interest for the design of biomimetic nanopores with high permeability and selectivity
in a variety of technical applications. Inspired by the structure of K+ channel proteins, we designed a
series of oxygen doped graphene nanopores of diﬀerent sizes by molecular dynamics simulations to
discriminate between K+ and Na+ channel transport. The results from free energy calculations indicate
that the ion selectivity of such biomimetic graphene nanopores can be simply controlled by the size of
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the nanopore; compared to K+, the smaller radius of Na+ leads to a signiﬁcantly higher free energy

DOI: 10.1039/c4nr01383b

barrier in the nanopore of a certain size. Our results suggest that graphene nanopores with a distance of
about 3.9 Å between two neighboring oxygen atoms could constitute a promising candidate to obtain

www.rsc.org/nanoscale

excellent ion selectivity for Na+ and K+ ions.

1. Introduction
Ionic channels in proteins play a key role in several cellular
transport phenomena1 and provide sources of inspiration for
the development of a variety of biomimetic-type nanopores.
This notion is based on the fact that biological ionic channels
contain precisely arranged charged amino acids to achieve
extremely high permeability simultaneously with high selectivity to pass the ions.2 These superior selectivity features of
biological channels have attracted much research interest3 and
inspired many experiments and theoretical studies alike to
mimic these properties in technical applications.4–10 Proteins
can always lose their bioactivity outside of the biological
setting,11 and harsh environmental demands and poor
mechanical properties of proteins have strictly limited their
applications ex vivo. Therefore, it would be of great value if the
key functionalized core of proteins could be simulated by manmade mechanical nanopores for use in industrial applications.
The simulation of functions of proteins is also very important to
the development of biomimetic materials in general.
Solid state nanopores fabricated from graphene sheets12–14
have attracted much attention due to the unique properties of
graphene.15,16 Thanks to the fast development of etching
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nanotechnology, graphene nanopores with radii as small as 0.3
nm have been synthesized.17 Many studies have shown that
graphene nanopores can be used in functionalized applications.13,14,18–25 Jiang et al. found that graphene nanopores can be
used for gas separation.20 Aksimentiev et al. used molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations to show that graphene nanopores
can be used for DNA sequencing.23 Sint et al. demonstrated the
selectivity of ion passage by means of functionalized graphene
nanopores,24 and Zeng et al. reported an outstanding graphyne
membrane for water desalination at a high rate and potentially
low cost.25 Thus, graphene is a promising biomimetic material
for a variety of applications, such as for nanouidics, biosensors, and for ion selective devices.
To mimic the functions of proteins, it is essential to understand their core structures and functional mechanisms. Herein,
the potassium channel from Streptomyces lividans (KcsA) (PDB
ID: 1BL8) was selected as a model protein.26 As we know, the
properties of Na+ and K+ are almost the same, since they are
both alkali cations with the same charge. Thus, it is diﬃcult to
distinguish them by simple pores like those in zeoiltes27 and
silica.28 However, biological K+ channels have the ability to
make an up to 1000-fold selection of K+ from Na+29 The functional core in K+ channel proteins is an ion lter that is lined by
four rings of backbone carbonyl groups, which compensate for
energy lost during the dehydration process.
In this work, graphene nanopores with diﬀerent radii were
designed for ion selectivity for Na+ and K+ by means of MD
simulations. We study the sensitivity and the separability of Na+
and K+ ions with respect to the variation of pore dimensions in
order to determine the optimal conditions, attempting to nd a
deeper explanation for selectivity in this respect. The work can

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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be seen as a step towards the rational design of graphene
nanopores for practical applications.

2.

Simulation methods

Published on 07 July 2014. Downloaded by Zhejiang University on 10/09/2014 19:48:30.

2.1 Conformation optimization of the nanopores by rstprinciple methods
To obtain reasonable congurations of the graphene nanopores, density-functional-theory (DFT) calculations were performed with the Vienna ab initio simulation package.30,31
Projector-augmented wave potential and generalized gradient
approximation, in the form of the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
functional, were adopted.32 The valence wave functions were
expanded in a plane-wave basis with a cutoﬀ energy of 500 eV,
with O 1s and C 1s electrons treated as core states. A vacuum
width of 15 Å was chosen for the structure optimization. All
atoms were allowed to relax. The geometry was converged until
the force acting on each atom was less than 0.02 eV Å1, and a
Monkhorst–Pack grid of 5  5  1 was used.33 The outcome of
this initial conformation optimization was used in the subsequent MD simulations. According to the results of the rstprinciple calculations, the C atoms and O atoms are coplanar –
the details of the conformation are shown in Fig. 1.
2.2

System build-up

Three kinds of graphene nanopores with diﬀerent sizes were
constructed according to the structure of the potassium
channel in KcsA (as seen in Fig. 1). The conformations of the

Fig. 1 (a) Backbone of the potassium channel of KcsA from the side
view. Oxygen atoms and K+ ions are represented as balls colored with
red and pink, respectively. The light blue arrow shows the inﬂux
direction of K+ ions. Graphene nanopores inspired by the potassium
channel of KcsA, with similar distances between neighboring O atoms:
(b) nanopore I, with O–O distances of 3.33 Å and 3.12 Å, respectively;
(c) nanopore II, with an O–O distance of 3.89 Å; and (d) nanopore III,
with an O–O distance of 4.2 Å.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014

nanopores were optimized by rst-principle calculations, and
all graphene atoms were xed in the following MD simulations.
Simulations with free graphene nanopores were also performed
for comparison to check how the exibility of the oxygen doped
graphene may aﬀect the results (see ESI†). The geometry of the
simulation box is shown in Fig. 2. To construct a system, a
graphene sheet was placed at the le edge of the simulation box
as a wall, and a graphene nanopore was placed in the simulation box, dividing the whole system into two independent parts
named as the le “area A” and the right “area B”. The nanopore
is the only way for ions to move from area A to area B. For each
system, the graphene sheet and ions were placed in a box with a
size of 3.83  3.95  6.00 nm3 and solvated by 2700 TIP3P
water molecules to reach a density of 1.00 g m3. Aer the
energy minimization, the system was equilibrated in the NPT
ensemble for 10 ns, prior to the production run.

2.3

MD simulation details

All the production runs of the MD simulation in this work were
performed in the NVT ensemble using the Gromacs 4.2.5
package.34,35 The visualization was generated via visual molecular dynamics (VMD) simulation.36 The periodic boundary
condition was applied to all of the three directions. All bonds
that involved H-atoms were xed. A time step of 2 fs was used
with atom coordinates saved every 2 ps. A temperature of 298 K
was maintained using the V-rescale method, and the TIP3P
water model was applied to the solvent water molecules.37 The
CHARMM27 all-atom force eld was used for describing the
ions.38 The parameters of graphene were obtained from our
previous work,39,40 and the parameters of the O atoms around a
nanopore were assumed to be the same as those for the O atom
in the peptide bond in the CHARMM27 all-atom force eld, with
the atomic charge ¼ 0.51 |e|, s ¼ 0.30291 nm, and 3 ¼ 0.50208
kJ mol1. The atoms of the graphene remain xed in all the MD
simulations. The particle mesh Ewald (PME) summation41 was
used to calculate the long range electrostatic interaction, with a
cutoﬀ of 1.3 nm for the separation of the direct and reciprocal
space summation. The cutoﬀ distance for the van der Waals
interaction was 1.3 nm; the parameters of the Lennard-Jones
potential for the cross interactions between non-bonded atoms
were obtained from the venerable Lorentz–Berthelot combination rule.42

Fig. 2 Side view of the graphene sheets used in this work. An intact
graphene sheet was placed at the left edge of the simulation box. A
graphene sheet with a nanopore was placed in the simulation box,
dividing the simulation box into two regions (denoted as “area A” and
“area B”).
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Ion selectivity under diﬀerent electric elds

Electric elds were applied to the systems to reveal the K /Na
selectivity of the three kinds of graphene nanopores. At the
beginning of the simulation, ten K+ and ten Na+ ions were
added only to “area A” of the system, and Cl ions were also
added to “area A” to balance the net charge of the system. The
system was subsequently equilibrated, and a 10 ns MD simulation was performed. Aer that, the number of K+/Na+ ions in
“area B” was extracted to analyze the ion selectivity of the graphene nanopore.
Published on 07 July 2014. Downloaded by Zhejiang University on 10/09/2014 19:48:30.
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2.5 Density distributions in the z-axis direction and radial
distribution functions (RDFs)
Unlike the initial conguration in the ion selectivity analysis,
ten K+ and ten Na+ ions were added into both areas, and Cl
ions were also added to balance the net charge. Then a 20 ns
MD simulation was performed, and the density distributions of
K+/Na+ ions in the z-axis direction were extracted. The RDFs of
K+/Na+ ions around the O atoms of the graphene nanopore were
calculated by using the data from the last 15 ns of the
simulations.
2.6

Free energy calculations: umbrella sampling

The free energy proles (represented by potentials of mean
force, PMFs) were calculated by umbrella sampling.43–45 PMFs
were calculated along the reaction coordinate, which was
dened as the z-component distance between the ions and the
center of a graphene nanopore. In principle, the PMFs should
be symmetric with respect to the two sides of the graphene
nanopore. Thus, the umbrella sampling was only performed for
reaction coordinates varying from 1.4 nm to 0.1 nm and the
PMF for 0–1.4 nm was generated from that for 1.4 to 0 nm by
symmetry. The width of umbrella windows was 0.2 nm for the
reaction coordinates varying from 1.4 nm to 0.4 nm, and
0.1 nm for 0.4 nm to 0.1 nm to enhance the sampling around
the graphene nanopore. A 10 ns simulation was performed for
each umbrella window, in which the K+ or Na+ ions were
restrained in the z direction using a harmonic force with a
constant of 1000 kJ$mol1$nm2. The rst 4 ns in each
umbrella simulation was used to reach equilibrium, and the last

6 ns were used to generate the nal PMFs via the weighted
histogram analysis method.46

3.
3.1

Results and discussion
Biomimetic graphene nanopores

The main constituents of the ion-selectivity lter of the K+
channel protein KcsA are the main-chain carbonyl oxygen
atoms that form a series of stereochemical circles. Each circle
consists of four oxygen atoms that surround K+ ions as they pass
through the circle. The distance between neighboring O atoms
in each circle is diﬀerent (Fig. 1a), which could stabilize the
dehydrated K+. To accurately reproduce the function of the K+
channel, one of the most important tasks is to place the O atoms
at proper intervals. For example, nanopore II (Fig. 1b and 3a)
was set up to mimic the lter core with the O–O distance of
3.89 Å. In order to rst unravel the chemical eﬀect of the O
atoms, a nanopore with the same geometry as nanopore II but
with all the O atoms replaced with C atoms was used for
comparison (denoted as nanopore IV as shown in Fig. 3b). The
density distributions of K+/Na+ ions along the z-axis of the
nanopores II and IV are shown in Fig. 3. In nanopore IV, there
are two major peaks for both Na+ and K+ residing on each side of
the nanopore. The rst peak is at 4.94 Å from the center of the
nanopore for Na+ and 5.95 Å for K+, respectively. During a 10 ns
simulation, no ions were observed passing through nanopore
IV, corresponding to a density of zero at z ¼ 0. In the case of
nanopore II, however, there is one more peak in the density
prole that is located quite close to the nanopore (d ¼ 1.46 Å for
Na+ and d ¼ 2.58 Å for K+). What is more important is that in the
K+ case, one peak at d ¼ 0 Å can be found, corresponding to K+
permeation through the nanopore. This proves that the extra
peaks in the density proles of nanopore II are due to the
existence of the O atoms with strong electrostatic attractions to
the cations, which makes the cations gather in the vicinity of the
nanopore II. Moreover, the local maximum of the density
distribution in the nanopore II (z ¼ 0 Å) can only be found for K+
but not for Na+. This indicates that it is easier for K+ to pass
through nanopore II, while Na+ can hardly pass and only
gathers in the vicinity instead, meaning that nanopore II preferentially allows the K+ ions to pass through. Here we would like

Fig. 3 Density distribution of K+/Na+ ions in the z-axis direction of the nanopores: (a) with doping with O atoms, denoted as graphene nanopore
II; (b) without doping with O atoms, denoted as graphene nanopore IV. The blue dashed line represents the location of the graphene nanopore.
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to draw the conclusion that the function of the KcsA K+ channel
has been achieved by the designed nanopore II. It is thus
interesting to see that nanopore II can reproduce the function of
the ion-selectivity lter by just mimicking the size of the
nanopore constructed by the neighboring O atoms.
In the KcsA K+ channel, there are mainly O-atom quaternion
rings with three sizes: 3.12/3.33 Å, 3.89 Å and 4.22 Å (Fig. 1a).
The size of nanopore II in graphene is similar to the O-atom
quaternion ring with a side length of 3.89 Å. Two other nanopores in graphene were then constructed according to the
O-atom quaternion rings with side lengths of 3.12/3.33 Å and
4.22 Å in the KcsA K+ channel, which were named nanopore I
(Fig. 1b) and nanopore III (Fig. 1d), respectively. The ion
selectivity was further investigated as follows.
3.2

Ion selectivity of graphene nanopores of diﬀerent sizes

In order to further mimic the entire ion-selective ltering of
KcsA, MD simulations were carried out for the three designed
nanopores, I, II, and III, with diﬀerent pore sizes corresponding
to the O-atom quaternion rings in KcsA. In a previous work,47 He
et al. pointed out that the ion selectivity could be tuned by an
electric eld. In this work, we systematically consider the ion
permeation inuenced by an electric eld in combination with
the pore size. The number of K+ and Na+ ions passing through
each kind of nanopore under diﬀerent applied electric elds
was counted as shown in Fig. 4. In the smallest nanopore I, the
number of Na+ and K+ ions passing through is very small under
a low electric eld and increases with the increase in the applied
electric eld. The ratio of the number of K+ ions passing
through the nanopore to that of Na+ ions was calculated as
NumK+/NumNa+. In the case of nanopore I (see Fig. 4a), the value

Nanoscale

of NumK+/NumNa+ is between 0.5 and 2 for all the applied
electric elds. This indicates that the K+/Na+ selectivity is small
within the range of 200–1000 mV nm1. In the KcsA K+ channel,
the O-atom quaternion ring (with a side length of 3.12/3.33 Å)
was located in the middle of the lter core; thus, the ion
selectivity is not the main function of this nanopore. The ion
selectivity of the corresponding graphene nanopore I for the Na+
and K+ ions is also not desirable in our simulation. In the
middle-sized nanopore II, all values of NumK+/NumNa+ are over
1.7 for diﬀerent electric elds, and the highest value is 7 for the
applied electric eld of 400 mV nm1 as seen in Fig. 4b and 5.
Nanopore II exhibits a remarkable discrimination for Na+ and
K+, which will be further discussed in the following section. In
the KcsA K+ channel, the O-atom quaternion ring with a side
length of 3.9 Å was the gate of the lter core, which serves as the
rst checkpoint. The corresponding graphene nanopore II
shows the most remarkable ion selectivity. This means that the
function of the KcsA K+ channel has been realized by the graphene nanopore II of the same size, even though the number of
the surrounding O-atoms is diﬀerent. In the largest nanopore
III, the value of NumK+/NumNa+ is over 1.5, and the highest
number is 4 under the applied electric eld of 600 mV nm1 as
shown in Fig. 4c. The ion selectivity for this nanopore is better
than of nanopore I but not as good as that of nanopore II. These
results suggest that the electric eld could tune the ion selectivity only under the condition that the size of the nanopore is in
an appropriate range, because the process is primarily
controlled by the size of the nanopore. As both the natural ionselectivity lter and the bio-inspired nanopores have relatively
rigid and symmetric structures, the mechanism of the ion
selectivity could be simplied as a geometric issue.

Fig. 4 Number of K+/Na+ passing through the graphene nanopore in 10 ns MD simulations under diﬀerent electric ﬁelds: (a) nanopore I; (b)
nanopore II; and (c) nanopore III. The red line indicates the number of K+ passing through the nanopore, the black line indicates the number of
Na+ passing through the nanopore, and the blue line represents the ratio of the number of K+ to that of Na+. The green line corresponds to a ratio
of the numbers of K+ to Na+ and is 1.0.
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Fig. 5 Snapshots taken from the MD simulation of K+/Na+ selectivity
in nanopore II: (a) t ¼ 0 ns; (b) t ¼ 10 ns. Cl ions and water molecules
are omitted for clarity.

Since among the three kinds of the graphene nanopores with
diﬀerent sizes, nanopore II exhibits an outstanding K+ selectivity over Na+, a detailed investigation on the size of graphene
nanopore II was further carried out and is described in Section
3.4. In order to draw a more convincing picture of the K+
selectivity over Na+ in nanopore II, one should address the issue
of suﬃcient sampling. Thus, to better understand the mechanism of the ion selectivity of graphene nanopore II, umbrella
sampling was employed to calculate the PMF proles of K+ and
Na+ ions passing through the nanopore as described in the
following section.
3.3

Ion selectivity

DG ðNaþ Þ
DG ðKþ Þ


k Naþ f e RT ; k Kþ f e RT ;

+

Using PMF sampling, the quality of K /Na selectivity of graphene nanopore II can be quantitatively demonstrated by the
diﬀerence between the PMF proles. These proles are shown
in Fig. 6 for K+/Na+ passing through nanopore II. The highest
free energy barrier for Na+ passing through the nanopore is 33.6
kJ mol1 and is located in the nanopore. This result indicates
that it is very diﬃcult for Na+ to pass through the nanopore,
since the free energy barrier is so large. On the other hand, the
highest free energy barrier for K+ passing through the nanopore
is only 12.4 kJ mol1 and located 0.11 nm away from the pore.
An interesting aspect here is that the nanopore center is a
saddle point in the PMF prole for K+ passing through the
nanopore. This means that the nanopore center is a meta-stable

Fig. 6 PMF proﬁles of K+/Na+ passing through graphene nanopore II
along the reaction coordinate deﬁned as the z-axis distance between
the ions and the center of the graphene nanopore. The vertical dashed
blue line represents the position of graphene nanopore II.

(1)

The K+ selectivity of nanopore II was conrmed by both the
ratio of selectivity and the free energy proles. Especially in the
case of PMFs, a large diﬀerence in free energy was found between
K+ and Na+ when passing through the nanopore. The mechanism
of the superior K+ selectivity of graphene nanopore II was further
investigated and is described in the following section.

3.4
+
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location for K+. The diﬀerence in the free energy barriers for K+
and Na+ to pass through the nanopore is about 21 kJ mol1.
According to transition state theory, we can estimate the reaction rate constants for K+ and Na+, which are expressed by eqn
(1). Since the initial number of K+ and Na+ are both 10, the
reaction rates for K+ and Na+ passing through nanopore II can
be assumed to be proportional to their reaction rate constants.
This means that the nanopore's selectivity for K+ over Na+ can
be estimated by k(K+)/k(Na+), where k is the reaction rate
constant. The estimated ratio of selectivity is about 1000 : 1,
which suggests that the K+ selectivity (over Na+) of nanopore II
could match that of the natural K+ channel of the KcsA protein.

Mechanism of size controlled ion selectivity

Based on the study of the ion selectivity of the graphene
nanopores with diﬀerent sizes, nanopore II with the best ion
selectivity was further investigated. As shown in Fig. 7, the
stable congurations of K+ and Na+ ions near nanopore II
obtained from 10 ns MD simulations are diﬀerent. From the top
view of the congurations (Fig. 7a and b), the most stable
distance of K+ to oxygen in the nanopore is around 2.83 Å, where
the K+ ion was captured by six oxygen atoms. The energy lost
due to K+ dehydration and required for K+ to pass through the
nanopore is partly compensated by its interaction with the six
oxygen atoms in the nanopore. It is relatively stable for K+ to be
located in this position. The results were conrmed by the PMF
in Fig. 6, and the position corresponds to the saddle point of K+
in the nanopore. Therefore, when a nanopore is of appropriate
size, a balance between the electrostatic attraction and the van
der Waals repulsion can be reached for an ion in the center of
the nanopore (nanopore II for K+ in this case). Due to the
electrostatic attraction with O atoms, the ion can easily reach
the center of the nanopore and subsequently trigger a continuous movement though the pore. However, the size of Na+ is
much smaller than that of K+, as indicated by that the van der
Waals radii given by the force eld, which are 2.43 Å and 3.14 Å
for Na+ and K+, respectively. As a result, the stable interaction
distance of Na+ to the O atoms of nanopore II is 2.26 Å (see
Fig. 7b), and nally Na+ localizes at one side of the nanopore, i.e.
in the vicinity outside of the nanopore but not in the center of
the nanopore. This observation is also conrmed by the RDFs of
K+/Na+ around the O atoms in the graphene nanopore and in
water as seen in Fig. 7c.
The distance between K+ and oxygen atoms in the nanopore
is similar to that in water, which indicates that the center of
nanopore II is a local minimum for K+ in the PMF prole.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Stable conﬁguration of K+ (pink) and Na+ (blue) near nanopore II: (a) and (b) from the top view; (d) and (e) from the side view. (c) The RDFs
of K /Na+ around the O atoms in nanopore II and the RDFs of O atoms in water around K+/Na+.
Fig. 7

+

However, the shorter distance between Na+ ions and oxygen
atoms means that a Na+ ion is unable to stay in the center of the
nanopore. As a result, the Na+ ion tends to move close to two of
the oxygen atoms, staying away from the center of nanopore II
(see Fig. 7e). This is consistent with the peak position in the
RDF prole of Na+ and oxygen atoms in water (Na–OW in
Fig. 7c) and also explains why the ion selectivity of nanopore I is
lower than that of nanopore II.
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4. Conclusion
Motivated by the fact that ionic channels in proteins play a key
role in many cellular transport phenomena, we have, in this
work, designed a series of bio-inspired graphene nanopores
with diﬀerent sizes based on a model K+ channel protein. The
analysis reveals that the ion selectivity of such graphene nanopores is controlled mostly by the size of the nanopore. It was
found that doping oxygen atoms into the graphene nanopores
makes them exhibit a much better K+ to Na+ selectivity. For the
nanopore the size of the four-oxygen ring (3.9 Å), Na+ ions
encountered an energy barrier of approximately 21 kJ mol1
higher than that for K+ to pass through the nanopore, indicating
a rate of 1000 : 1 in favor of K+ to pass through, while the ion
selectivity for nanopores with a larger (4.2 Å) or smaller (3.2 Å)
radius is clearly inferior for ltering K+. As the radius of K+ is
larger than that of Na+, and as the rst peak value in the radial
distribution function of the K+ ions around the oxygen atoms is
larger than that for Na+, the K+ ions become more stable than
the Na+ ions in the nanopore with the intermediate size. The
size of K+ matches that of the nanopore, which makes K+ stay in
the center of the nanopore, and hence makes it much easier for
K+ to pass through the nanopore than Na+. We have thus
demonstrated that excellent ion selectivity can be obtained with
biomimetic graphene nanopores and conrmed that they are
promising devices for technical applications.
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